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Preface 
In this thesis we develop a categorical approach in order to construct a so-called 
Riesz completion, which yields a Riesz space extension for directed partially 
ordered vector spaces (chapter I), and a new kind of Dedekind σ-completion for 
Archimedean Riesz spaces (chapter II). A categorical view on completions in 
Riesz space theory is fairly new, and seems to have started in 1984 with an arti­
cle of C D . Aliprantis and E. Langord, [AL], in which they describe a categorical 
setting for several well-known completions such as the Dedekind, Dedekind σ-, 
(relative) uniform, universal, and lateral completion. In fact, these completions 
can be viewed as universal objects in appropriate categories (in this thesis: 
<S-completions for an appropriate category S). Originally, completions were 
by definition minimal complete spaces in which a certain Archimedean Riesz 
space can be embedded in a nice way, i.e., such that the embedding is linear 
and preserves arbitrary suprema. This means that the morphisms concerned 
here are order continuous ( = normal) Riesz homomorphisms. It seems more 
natural, however, to consider Riesz homomorphisms in case of uniform comple­
tion, and Riesz σ-homomorphisms in case of order completion and Dedekind 
σ-completion. For uniform and order completion this leads to the same results. 
For Dedekind σ-completion the situation turns out to be more complicated as 
will be shown in the second chapter, which is for the greater part independent 
of the first one. 
In chapter II we define and prove existence of a new kind of σ-completion, 
which is a completion for an Archimedean Riesz space in the category of 
Dedekind σ-complete Riesz spaces and Riesz σ-homomorphisms. We compare 
our completion with a σ-completion introduced in [Q], which is a completion 
for an Archimedean Riesz space in the category of Dedekind σ-complete Riesz 
spaces and order continuous Riesz homomorphisms. It will be shown that 
the two completions may differ for certain Archimedean Riesz spaces but do 
coincide for slender and for almost Dedekind σ-complete Riesz spaces. 
In the first chapter we will construct a completion for an arbitrary di­
rected partially ordered vector space in the category of Riesz spaces and Riesz 
homomorphisms. Before we can start this procedure we have to ask ourselves 
what the morphisms between directed partially ordered vector spaces will be 
like. We choose the indecomposable linear additive funcationals, introduced 
by Hayes in [H], which generalize the notion of Riesz homomorphism between 
Riesz spaces. Although this class is not closed for composition, this approach 
turns out to work well. Moreover, it leads to the study of a subclass of directed 
partially ordered vector spaces, the so-called pre-Rirez spaces (which in general 
ν 
axe different from spaces with the same name in [Lu]), and to the study of a 
larger class of morphisms, that of the Riesz* homomorphisms, which is closed 
for composition. 
In the third chapter Riesz, Dedekind, uniform and universal completion 
are used to prove existence or non-existence of direct limits in some categories 
related to Riesz spaces. The main tool in this chapter is Theorem 8.2 which says 
that an 5-completion of a direct limit of a certain directed system is a direct 
limit of the related directed system of «^-completions of the original system. 
As it turns out to be less difficult to construct direct limits in "more complete 
categories", we are able to restrict our search for a direct limit of the original 
system to subspaces of a direct limit of the completed system. 
For basic terminology concerning Riesz space theory we refer to [AB], [JR], 
and [LZ]. 
I would like to thank Arnoud van Rooij for the stimulating way in which 
he introduced me to the theory of Riesz spaces, and for the intensive guidance 
during the time I have been working on this thesis. Thanks also go to Willy 
van de Sluis for her excellent typing of this manuscript. 
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Notation 
Let X be a set. 
V(X) is the collection of all subsets of X. 
Vi{X) is the collection of all subsets of X with not more than two elements. 
Fin(X) is the collection of all finite subsets of X. 
Let A and В be partially ordered sets. 
Ax uz В is the set A χ В equipped with a partial ordering defined by: 
(αι,ί»ι)<(α2)^2) <==*• α! < α2 or ( α ! = α 2 and 6i<62) ( a l 5 a 2 G Л,Ьі,Ь2 G-Ö)· 
I. THE RIESZ COMPLETION 
In this chapter we investigate a notion of Riesz homomorphism between di­
rected partially ordered vector spaces. We prove existence of a Riesz comple­
tion for a directed partially ordered vector space, i.e., a Riesz space extension 
such that Riesz homomorphisms from G into Riesz spaces have unique ex­
tensions. Preservation of the original ordering, i.e., bipositivity of the Riesz 
homomorphism which maps G into its Riesz completion, is not always fulfilled. 
This phenomenon leads to the study of so-called pre-Riesz spaces. A pre-Riesz 
space has the nice property that a Riesz completion arises in a natural way as 
a subspace of its conditional completion, whereas the latter need not even be 
a vector space. 
The results so far can be generalized without difficulty to partially ordered 
abelian groups. 
In the last section of this chapter we introduce Riesz* homomorphisms by 
means of an intrinsic description, and we prove, in case of pre-Riesz spaces, 
that these are exactly the restrictions of Riesz homomorphisms between the 
Riesz completions. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Definitions 
(i) A partially ordered vector space G is a vector space over the reals equipped 
with a partial ordering < such that: 
(1) Vf,g,heG[f<g=>f+h<g+h] 
(2) Ле[0,оо) / e G[0 < ƒ = > ( ) < λ/] 
Assume G is a partially ordered vector space. Then: 
(ii) G is called directed iiVf,g € G 3h G G[f < h and g < h]. 
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(iii) G is called integrally closed if 
Vf,g £ G[VH e N[n/ <(/]=>ƒ< θ], 
(iv) G is called Archimedean if 
V/,«, e G[Vn e Z(n/<«,]=;•ƒ = o]. 
(v) G is called a Riesz space if < is a lattice ordering on G. 
(vi) For А, В £ V(G) we define: 
A+B = { s + k a G i , i » e B } , 
χ + Λ = { ζ } + Λ (χ e G), 
І 4 - В = {а-Ь:а£А,ЬеВ}, 
\А={\а:аеА) (A e R), 
Л" = {χ € G : x is an upper bound of A}, 
A — {x € G : χ is a lower bound of Л}. 
(vii) A subset Л of G is dense in G if 
Vx G G χ = sup {α Ç. A: a < χ} and χ = inf{a £ Λ : a > χ} . 
(viii) G is called pre-Riesz if 
Vx £ G VA £ Fm(G)\{¿} [(χ+Λ)" С Λ" = • χ > θ]. 
(ix) Let Gì and GÌ be directed partially ordered vector spaces, and ψ : G\ —* 
G2. 
ψ is a positive map if Vx, у £ Gj [x < у ==>• ψ{χ) < V'(y)]· 
у? is a bipositive map if Vx,y € Gi [x < у Φ=> y>(x) < <p(y)]· 
1.2. Pre-Riesz spaces will play an important role in this chapter, since these 
spaces will turn out to be the ones among the directly partially ordered vector 
spaces that can be embedded in a nice way in Riesz spaces (i.e., such that the 
embedding is bipositive and the image is dense; cf. 1.4 and 4.9). (we warn 
that another notion "pre-Riesz" already exists: In [Lu] it denotes a directed 
partially ordered vector space which has the Riesz decomposition property. Go 
as defined in 1.5(i) and G\ := {ƒ £ C[0,1] : ƒ is a polynomial function of 
degree < 2} show that none of the two notions "pre-Riesz" implies the other.) 
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We will now present some properties and examples of pre-Riesz spaces. We 
will sometimes write "d.p.o." instead of "directed partially ordered". 
I n the rest of this chapter G and Я will be directed partially ordered 
vector spaces. 
1.3. Theorem. Let G be а рте- Riesz space. Thenfor all А, В, X £ Fin(G)\{<t>} : 
if(A+X)u С (B+X)u, then Au С Bu. 
Proof. Let Α,Β,Χ £ Ftn(G)\{¿} such that (A+X)" С (B+X)u. Take 
α G Au. (z+X)u С (A+X)u. Hence (z+X)u С (B+X)u. Thus, for all 6 € Я 
we have (z+X)u С {Ь+Х)и. Since G is pre-Riesz, it follows that for all b G В: 
ζ > b. We get ζ G Bu, and conclude that Au С Bu. 
1.4. Theorem. £ei E be a Riesz space, and j : G —• E a linear bipositive 
map such that j(G) is dense in E. Then G is pre-Riesz. 
Proof. Take g G G and A £ Fm(G)\{¿} such that (ff+A)" С Au. Say 
Л = {αϊ,... ,α„}. We have 
j ( f f ) + J ( a i ) V . . . V j ( a „ ) = 
inf {j(i) : χ G G,i(x) > ¿(sr) + j (aO V . . . V j(a„)} = 
inf{j(i) : χ G G,χ £ (g+A)"} > inf{j(x) : χ G G, χ G Λ"} = 
inf {¿(χ) : x G G, ¿(χ) > j(ai) V . . . V j ( a
n
) } = i ( 0 l ) V . . . V j(a„). 
Thus, j(ff)+j(a!) V . . . V j(a
n
) > j ( a
a
) V . . . V j (a„) , and therefore j{g) > 0. 
Use of the bipositivity of j yields g > 0. This shows that G is pre-Riesz. 
1.5. The conditions in 1.4 that j be oppositive, and that j(G) be dense in E 
may not be omitted, as will be shown in the two following examples. 
(i) Go is R2 provided with the partial ordering defined by 
( a , b) < (c, d) <i=> (a < с and b < d) or (a = с and b — d) 
is a directed partially ordered vector space which is not pre-Riesz. To see the 
latter, one can take χ = (1,0) and A = {(-1,0), (0,0)}. Then (x+A)u С Au, 
but χ Jf 0. Let E be R2 provided with the usual coordinatewise ordering. The 
linear map jo : Go —* E is a bijection from G onto E. So jo(G) is dense in the 
Riesz space E. 
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(ii) H is R2 provided with the partial ordering defined by 
(a, 6) < (c, d) <=• a < с or (a — с and ό — d). 
Η is a. directed partially ordered vector space which also is not pre-Riesz. 
(Take χ = (0,1), A = {(0,0),(0,-1)}, and verify that (х+Л)" С Au but 
i JÍ 0.) Η can be embedded linearly and bipositively in a Riesz space by 
j i : Я -» R x / e r R2 defined by ji(x,y) = (x,(y, -y)). 
1.6. Lemma. The following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) G is integrally closed. 
(ii) For all χ £ G and all countable nonempty subsets A of G that are bounded 
from above: if (x+A) u С A", then χ > 0. 
(iii) For all χ £ G and all nonempty subsets A of G that are bounded from 
above: if (x+A)u С Au, then χ > 0. 
Proof, (i) =>· (iii). Take ι € G and A 6 P(G)\{¿} such that Au φ φ and 
(x+A)" С Л". Then also (2x+A) u = x+(x+A) u С х+Аи С A". Proceeding 
in this way, one gets that for all η e N (nx+A)u С A" holds or, equivalently, 
А
н
 С -nx+Au. Choose a € A and 2 e Л". Then Vn e N[z > - η ι + α ] . From 
the fact that G is integrally closed, we derive χ > 0. 
(iii) =Φ· (ii) is obvious. 
(Ü) =>. (i). Take / , j e G such that Vn e N[n/ < g]. Define A = {n/ : η € Ν}. 
Then A is a countable subset of G, and Au φ φ because g G Αβ. From 
Λ С -f+A, we get that ( - / + A ) U С A", and therefore, ƒ < 0. Hence, G is 
integrally closed. 
1.7. Theorem, (i) Every Riesz space is pre-Riesz. 
(ii) Every integrally closed directed partially ordered vector space is pre-Riesz. 
Proof, (i) is obvious, and (ii) is an immediate consequence of lemma 1.6. 
1.8. For Riesz spaces the notions "integrally closed" and "Archimedean" co-
incide (for the less trivial implication, use: Vn € N[n/ < g] = > Vn £ N[n / + < 
g+] = > Vn e Z[nf+ < g+] = * f+ = 0 = > ƒ < 0). The equivalence does not 
hold however for arbitrary directed ordered vector spaces. Moreover, a directed 
partially ordered space can be Archimedean without even being pre-Riesz, as 
Go as defined in 1.5. shows. 
1.9. In section 4 we will show that: 
G is pre-Riesz <=* Vx G G VA 6 P2(G)\{<A} Í(x+A)u С Л " = Я > 0 І . 
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One can easily check that the right hand side statement is equivalent with: 
Л e V2(G)\{(f,} [inf(Att-A) = 0 . 
In fact, for every nonempty subset A of G which is bounded from above we 
have: 
Ух e G[(x+A)u с A" =* χ > 0] <=* inf(Au-A) = 0. 
This gives us new characterizations of the notions pre-Riesz and integrally 
closed (cf. l.l(viii) and 1.6). 
2. Riesz homomorphisms and complete Riesz 
homomorphisms 
This section is devoted to the study of two classes of maps between d.p.o. vec­
tor spaces, Riesz homomorphisms and complete Riesz homomorphisms, which 
generalize the notions "Riesz homomorphism" and "order continuous Riesz ho-
momorphism" between Riesz spaces. Our definitions also yield generalizations 
of maps with the same names between integrally closed vector spaces which 
are studied in a group setting in [BR4]. Our and other generalizations are due 
to the fact that the extremal rays in the cone of realvalued positive functionals 
on a Riesz space are exactly the Riesz homomorphisms. This is a result of an 
article of Hayes [H], in which he gives a description of indecomposable positive 
additive functionals on quasi-ordered abelian groups. The version for integrally 
closed vector spaces can be found in [J] (see also 3.14), and a generalization 
of this theorem for Dedekind complete codomains appears in [BRI], where 
the maps concerned are called weak Д-homomorphisms. A stronger type, the 
so-called i?-homomorphism, is studied in [Je] and [W]. 
2.1. Definition. Let φ : G —* H be a linear map. 
(i) φ is a Riesz homomorphism from G into H if for all α, δ G G 
^({а,оП' = ^ {а,6})и'. 
(іі) φ is a complete Riesz homomorphism from G into H if for all A € V(G) 
inf A = 0 =*· Μφ(Α) = 0. 
2.2. Our Riesz homomorphisms coincide with the usual ones in case G and H 
are Riesz, and with the ones in [BR4] in case G and Я are integrally closed 
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vector spaces. Complete Riesz homomorphisms between Riesz spaces are pre­
cisely the order continuous Riesz homomorphisms. We warn in advance that 
the class of Riesz homomorphisms is not closed for composition and restriction 
of domain (cf. 2.3 and 2.10), and a complete Riesz homomorphism need not 
be a Riesz homomorphism (cf. the note after 2.7). Restriction of codomain, 
however, is harmless (cf. 2.8). 
One might expect φ to be a complete Riesz homomorphism if and only if 
VA e (С)\{ф)[А« ¿ф=*
 Ψ
{Α»)1 =
 Ψ
(Α)"), 
since it is shown in [BR4] that this statement is equivalent with definition 2.1(ii) 
in case G and H are integrally closed vector spaces. For d.p.o. vector spaces 
and even for Riesz spaces the two statements are no longer equivalent. The 
statement above, which serves as a definition for complete Riesz homomorphism 
in [BR4], still implies that φ is a complete Riesz homomorphism, but the 
converse is false. For a counterexample, take G = Η = R 2
e x
( := R2 Xje* R2) 
and tp(x,y) = (x,0). Then φ is a complete Riesz homomorphism; setting 
A = {(x,y) G R2 : ι < 0} one sees that (0,-1) lies in φ{Α4)1 but not in 
2.3. Remark. From the definition of complete Riesz homomorphism it follows 
directly that the composition of two complete Riesz homomorphisms also is a 
complete Riesz homomorphism. Buskes and Van Rooij show in [BR4] that even 
for integrally closed spaces the composition of two Riesz homomorphisms may 
fail to be a Riesz homomorphism. They give the following counterexample: 
Let F = {ƒ G C [ - l , l ] : Д - 1 ) + Д1) = 2/(0)}, G = C [ - l , l ] and Я = R, 
let ψ : G —• H be defined by ψ(/) = /(0), and let г : F —• G be the inclusion 
map. It is obvious that ψ is a Riesz homomorphism. Since t is a positive map, 
for all α,ο G F : ι'({α,6}") С ¿({α,ί>})", and thus, ¿({α, 6}")' D ¿({α, &})"'. 
In order to prove that t is a Riesz homomorphism, it remains to show that 
ί({α,ο}·)Ό"({a, &})«'. 
This follows from the observation that for с G C[—1,1]: 
ce ¿({α,6}")' =>νι€[-1,1]\{-1,0,1}Κι)<α(χ)νο(χ)] => 
Vi G [-1, l][c(x) < a(x) V b(x)] => с G (¿({a, 6}))"'. 
φ о t is not a Riesz homomorphism: Take α, ò G C[— 1,1] defined by a(x) = χ 
and6(x) = - x . We get φ о i({a,6}")' = {χ G R : χ < 1} ψ {χ G R : χ < 0} = 
<Р°і({а,Ь}У'. 
The following simple lemma shows that (complete) Riesz homomorphisms are 
more than just positive maps. 
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2.4. Lemma. Let A : G —* H. The following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) Α Μ a positive map. 
(ii) VA € 7>(С)[А(Л")' D λ(Λ)"1] 
(iii) VA e P2(G)[A(A")' Э A(i4)"']. 
Proof, (i) = • (ii). For all Л e P(G) A(A") С λ(Α)" holds. Hence, Α(Λ)"' С 
А ( І 4 · ) ' . 
(i i) ==> (i i i) is obvious. 
(iii) = > (i). Take a,b 6 G, α < b. Then λ(α) e λ({α,6})"' С A({a,b}u)' = 
A({6}")'. This means that λ(α) < λ(&). 
2.5. T h e o r e m . For Η pre-Riesz and φ : G —» H linear the following two 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) φ is a Riesz homomorphism. 
(ii) Va,b e G[inf <p({a,b}° - К*»}) = 0]. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is analogous to the one given by Buskes and 
Van Rooij in [BR4] for the integrally closed case. We just have to use the fact 
that Η is pre-Riesz instead of integrally closed, when proving (i) = • (ii). 
(i) =$• (ii). Let a,b € G, and let г be a lower bound for ψ({α,b}" — {a, b}). 
Then 
*+¥>({в,6}) =
 ζ
+{φ(α)Μ*)} С rt{e,ò}")' = <р({а,Ь)У'· 
(The latter equality holds because φ is a Riesz homomorphism.) Hence, 
<р({а,Ъ})и =<р({а,Ь})иЫ C(z+v>({a,6}))a. Since Я is pre-Riesz, we get г < 0. 
(ii) ==> (i). Taking a = b = 0 yields that φ is a positive map, and therefore, 
for all a, b £ G: 
у>({а,&})«'с<,({а,Ь}и)'. 
It remains to prove that for all a,b G G 
¥>({а,Ь}·)'С v>(K *})"'· 
Taking u € <,0({α,6}")' and υ € <¿>({a,í>})u, we see that u-v € y>({a,ò}u -
{α, b})1. Hence и—υ < 0 and и <υ. This means that u G γ>({α,6})"'. Therefore 
? ( { а , 1 ) ' ) ' с ^ ( { в , і } ) · ' . ü 
Note that Η need not be pre-Riesz for the implication (ii) = • (i) to hold. 
Indeed, this implication holds for arbitrary G and H, and any linear map φ. 
In section 4 it will be proved that G is pre-Riesz if and only if 
Va,6€G[inf({a,6} u-{a,b}) = 0]. 
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So we can take φ := id : G —» G as a counterexample for (i) = > (ii) in case G 
is not pre-Riesz. 
2.6. Corollary. If H is pre-Riesz, φ : G —> H is a Riesz homomorphism, 
and φ : Η —» К is a complete Riesz homomorphism, then ψ ο ψ is α Riesz 
homomorphism. 
2.7. Corollary. If G is pre-Riesz and φ : G —• Я is a complete Riesz 
homomorphism, then φ is also a Riesz homomorphism. 
Note: The conclusion of this corollary does not generally hold when G is not 
pre-Riesz, as can be seen in the following example. 
Let G = R2 with partial ordering (x\,yi) < (і2,Уг) ·*=>• (^і < хг and 
î/i < Уг)> let H = R 2
e l , and let ψ : G -* H be defined by <p(x,y) = (x,y). 
For a subset Λ of G: inf A = 0 <=*• 0 £ A and A С G+. This means that 
y? is a complete Riesz homomorphism. That φ is not a Riesz homomorphism 
can be seen by taking a = (0,0) e G, Ь = (0,1) e G, с = (0,2) € Я; then 
c6¥>({a,6}«)',butc^({a,ò}r'. 
2.8. Theorem. Let ψ : G —» Я be a (complete) Riesz homomorphism, and let 
Ho be a directed linear subspace of H that contains f{G). Then ψο : G —* Ho 
defined by φο(χ) = φ(χ) is also a (complete) Riesz homomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose φ is a complete Riesz homomorphism. Then ψο is also a 
complete Riesz homomorphism, since for all Λ G *P{G)'· 
G-inf Λ = 0 = • Я- іш>(Л) = 0 =>. Η0-\τάφ0{Α) = Η0-\τάφ{Α) = ϋ. 
Suppose φ is a Riesz homomorphism. Trying to avoid confusion for А С Ho, 
we will write Au° and At<¡ for the collection of upper and lower bounds of A in 
H0, and A™1 and A'1 for the collection of upper and lower bounds of A in H. 
In view of Lemma 2.4 we only have to show that ψο({α, 6}")'° С φο({α, b})u°'° 
for a, b ε G. We have the following series of inclusions. 
<?о({а,Ь}аУ°С<ро({а,ЬГ)'1 = <p({a,b)^ = ψ({α^})^ 
с^КМГпЯо)'^^^})"''1. 
Hence, φ0({α, 6}«)'« = φ0({α, *>}")'» П Я 0 С γ>({α, 6})»°'' П Н0 = φ({α, Ò})"«'". 
This proves the theorem. 
2.Θ. Theorem. Let φ : G —* H be a Riesz homomorphism. Then the inclusion 
map i : y?(G) —» Я is also a Riesz homomorphism. 
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Proof. Since we know that i is increasing we only have to prove that for all 
а, b 6 G: 
¿ ( M a ) ^ ( 6 ) } u ) ' c ¿ ( M e ) , v ( b ) } ) " ' · 
Now, φ({α,ο}") С » ( М а ) . (ь)}")» and therefore, 
¿(Ма),„(&)}«)' С ψ({αΜΊ' = v( {«,*})"' = i({<p(a)Mb)))U' ° 
Note that if ψ : G —• H is a complete Riesz homomorphism then i : φ(ΰ) —• Η 
need not be a complete Ricsz homomorphism. This is shown by the example 
G = H = Rftz and φ : G -* H defined by φ(χ, y) = (χ, 0). 
2.10. The restriction of a Riesz homomorphism may fail to be a Riesz homo­
morphism as can be seen in the following example of Buskes and Van Rooij in 
[BR4]. 
Let G — C[0,1] and let D = {ƒ € G : ƒ is a polynomial function of degree 
< 1}. ψ : G —+ R defined by φ{ί) = ƒ(·£) is a Riesz homomorphism but φ\β is 
not. 
2.11. Theorem. Let ψ : G —* H be a linear bipositive map such thai <p(G) 
is dense in H. Then ψ is a Riesz homomorphism and also a complete Riesz 
homomorphism. 
Proof. Let a,b € G. We prove that <р({а,Ь}л)' С ν>({α,6})"'. Take ι € 
{φ(α),φ(ο))η and у € ν>({α,6}")'. For all g e G we have: 
<p{g) > x = > <p(g) > φ{α),φ{ς) > φ{ο) = • g>a,g>b 
= • é ) ^ ( K 4 " ) = • У <*>(</)• 
Thus, χ = inf {p(g) : g € G, <p(g) > x} > y: 
Hence, ψ({α, Ь}")' С ¥>({α, Ь})"', and therefore, φ is a Riesz homomorphism. 
Now, let X С G be such that inf X = 0 and let a e φ(Χ)'- Then α = sup{i¿(y) : 
φ(ν) <α}< sup{Y>(y) : <p(y) e v>(X)'} = s u p ^ y ) : y e X1} = ψ(0) = 0. 
Hence, ψ is a complete Riesz homomorphism. 
2.12. Theorem. Let E be a Riesz space and ψ : G —» E a Riesz homomor­
phism. Then y(G) is dense in the Riesz subspace of E generated by <p(G). 
Proof: (By induction.) Let η > 2 and let a.\,... ,a„ € G. 
y(ai)V...V<¿;(an) = sup{v?(ai),..., φ(α
η
)}. 
ψ{α
Λ
 )V . . . Μφ{α
η
) = inf {v(e)V<,?(a3)V ... U<p(an) : ceG, e>a,, e>a 2 } 
= inf {inf {vK/):/eG,/e{e, α , , . . . , α „ Π : eÇG,e>aua2) 
= i n f { v ? ( / ) : / e G , / € { a 1 , . . . , a B } » } . 
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Thus, <p(G) is dense in the vector space generated by 
{φ(αι) V . . . V φ(α
η
) • η € Ν * , а
г
, . . . ,α
η
 e G}. As this is exactly the Riesz 
subspace generated by <p{G), we have proved the theorem. 
2.13. Corollary. Let E be a Riesz space, and φ : G —* E a Riesz homomor-
phism. Then y?(G) is рте-Riesz. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 1.4. 
2.14. Theorem. Let I be an index set, and, for every i £ I, let Hi be a 
directed partially ordered vector space. Equipped with pointwise ordering, Y[ H¡ 
•e/ 
is a directed partially ordered vector space. (The Axiom of Choice is used here.) 
For every г 6 I, let φ, : G —» H, be a linear map. Then φ : G —» FJ H,, defined 
by ip(g)(i) = φ,(ρ) (g E G , Î G J), is a (complete) Riesz homomorphism if and 
only if every φ, (г £ I) is a (complete) Riesz homomorphism. 
Proof. In case of complete Riesz homomorphisms the equivalence follows from 
the observation that for all X С G: 
infv?(X)=0 <=> Vt€/pnfy,( .Y) = 0]. 
In case of Riesz homomorphisms wc only have to note that for all X С G: 
γ>(Λ'")' = Πν.(*")' and # ) · ' = Π ^ ) · ' . 
•e/ »ei 
3. The Riesz completion of a directed partially 
ordered vector space 
3.1. Definition. A pair (Ε,φ), consisting of a Riesz space E and a Riesz 
homomorphism φ : G —У E, is called a Riesz completion of G if for every Riesz 
space F and every Riesz homomorphism a : G —* F there exists a unique Riesz 
homomorphism a : E —• F such that αοφ = a. 
In this section we will show existence and uniqueness of the Riesz completion 
for an arbitrary d.p.o. vector space. In section 4 we will see that G can be 
considered as a subspace of its Riesz completion if and only if G is pre-Riesz. 
3.2. Remark 1. If G has a Riesz completion, then it is unique up to Riesz 
isomorphisms. This follows from the fact that if both (Ει,φι) and (ί^,ΊΡΐ) are 
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Riesz completions of G, there exist Riesz homomorphisms φι : E? —» .Ει and 
ψ2 '• E\ —* E? such that φχοφι = ψ\ and ψ20φ\ = ψ2· Since ψ\θψ20Ψ\ = ψ\ 
and ψ2°ψ\°ψι = V2 w e c a n conclude that φ\ ο φ2 = id E, and ^ o ^ = idg,. 
This means that φΊ and φ>2 are each other's inverses, and therefore, E\ and E¡ 
are Riesz isomorphic. 
Remark 2. If G is a Riesz space, then (G, idc) is a Riesz completion of (7. 
Remark 3. Let (Ε, ψ) be a Riesz completion of G. 
Define EQ as the Riesz subspace of E generated by ip(G) and define φτ, : G —* EQ 
by φο{χ) = φ(ζ)· From Theorem 2.8 we derive that φα is a Riesz homomor-
phism. It follows easily that (Εο,φο) also is a Riesz completion of G. Because of 
the uniqueness of this completion we see that E = EQ. Hence, <p(G) generates 
E as a Riesz space. 
3.3. Theorem. If (Ε,φ) is a Riesz completion of G, then the following two 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) φ is an infective map. 
(ii) The Riesz homomorphisms from G into Riesz spaces separate the points 
ofG. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
3.4. Theorem. If (Ε,φ) is a Riesz completion ofG, then v?(G) is a dense 
subset of E. 
Proof. This follows by combining remark 3 of 3.2 and Theorem 2.12. 
3.5. Theorem. Every directed partially ordered vector space G has a Riesz 
completion. 
Proof. Define Φ((?) as the set of all pairs ( # , a) consisting of a Riesz space Η 
such that the underlying set is a subset of V(G) and a Riesz homomorphism 
a : G —> H such that a(G) generates Я as a Riesz space. 
Now, consider the Riesz space 
A':= Π * 
(H,a)e*(G) 
with coordinatewise ordering, and φ : G —» A' defined by 
φ(9)(Η,α) = a(g) ((Η,α) G Ф(С), g € G). 
According to Theorem 2.14, φ is a Riesz homomorphism. Let A'0 be the Riesz 
subspace of К generated by <p(G) and let φ0 : G —» A'o be the Riesz homomor­
phism defined by v?o(ff) = vKff) ÍS e Gi-
l l 
It will be proved that (Κο,φο) is a Riesz completion of G. Let £ be a Riesz 
space, and let ω : G —» E be a Riesz homomorphism. Define EQ as the 
Riesz subspace of E generated by w(G), and let o»o : G —> EQ be the Riesz 
homomorphism defined by u>o(g) = ω{β) (¡7 G G). From Theorem 2.12 we 
get tha t u>o(G) is dense in EQ, and therefore, we can define a one-to-one map 
ф:Е0-+ P(G) by 
ф(е) = {χ G G : ω(χ) < e} (e G E0). 
The bijection ψο : EQ —• ф(Ео) defined by VO(C) = VKe) ( e G -^о) induces such 
operations on фо(Ео) tha t this subset of G becomes a Riesz space and фо be­
comes a Riesz isomorphism onto ф(Е0). We see that (φ0(Εο), φα ο ω 0 ) G $(G). 
Let π : К —• фо(Ео) be the projection map on the coordinate (V>o(£o), V"o °wo) 
and let i : EQ —> E he the inclusion map. Both i and π are Riesz homomor-
phisms between Riesz spaces. Hence, the composition г о ф^ ο π is also a Riesz 
homomorphism. As a m a t t e r of fact it is an extension of ω as we see from 
i ο φο~ ο π о φ0 = г о ^J"
1
 о ф0 οωο = i о и>о = ω. As <¿>o(G) generates Ко as a 
Riesz space, the extension is unique. This proves the theorem. D 
Note that the construction of the Riesz completion of G in the proof above 
does not require the Axiom of Choice. 
3.6. L e m m a . Let E be a Riesz space and let A : G —» E be a bipositive 
linear map such that A(G) is dense in E, and generates E as a Riesz space. 
Let {Gr,φ) be a Riesz completion of G. Then λ is a Riesz homomorphism, 
and the unique Riesz homomorphism Xr : Gr —• E that extends A w a Riesz 
isomorphism onto E. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.11 that A is a Riesz homomorphism. Hence, 
we can consider the unique extension Ar : GT —» E of A. As A(G) generates E, 
Ar maps onto E. It remains to show that Ar is one-to-one. Suppose α G GT is 
such that λ Γ ( α ) = 0. Let b e G. Then <p(b) > a => Ar((¿>(6)) > λ Γ ( α ) = > 
A(ò) > 0 => 6 > 0 ==> ?(Ь) > 0. Combined with the denseness of y ( G ) in 
Gr (Theorem 3.4), this yields a > 0. Since λ Γ ( - α ) = 0, it follows that -a > 0 
and therefore, a = 0. Thus, Ar is one-to-one and a Riesz isomorphism onto E. 
A Riesz space is the Riesz completion of every sufficiently large directed linear 
subspace. More precisely: 
3.7. T h e o r e m . Let E be a Riesz space and A : G —» E a bipositive linear map 
such that A(G) is dense in E, and A(G) generates E as a Riesz space. Then 
( £ , A) is a Riesz completion of G. 
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3.8. Corollary. Let X be a Riesz homomorphism from G into a Riesz space E. 
Let F be the Riesz subspace of E generated by X(G) and let i be the inclusion 
map from A(G) into F. Then (F,i) is a Riesz completion of X(G). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.12 that A(G) is dense in F. Thus, according 
to Theorem 3.7, (F,i) is a Riesz completion of A(G). 
3.9. Corollary. If X, G, E and F are as in 3.8, and X is in addition bipositive 
then (F, XQ) is a Riesz completion of G (XQ : G —> F is defined as X, but with 
codomain F). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.8 and the fact that G and X(G) are 
isomorphic as directed partially ordered linear spaces. 
A subspace G of a Riesz space E need not have a Riesz completion G r such 
that G С Gr С E. A counterexample for this is 3.16. But if the inclusion m a p 
of G into E happens to be a Riesz homomorphism, the situation is nice again: 
3.10. Corollary. Let X be a bipositive Riesz homomorphism from G into a 
Riesz space E. Let ( G r , y ) be a Riesz completion of G. Then the extension 
Xr : Gr —> E is also bipositive. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.9: (F, XQ) is a Riesz com­
pletion of G and the inclusion map of F into E extends A. 
3.11. If Л is a one-to-one Riesz homomorphism from G into a Riesz space 
E, then the extension Ar : G r —* E need not be one-to-one as the following 
example shows. 
Let G = {ƒ G C[—1,1] : ƒ is a polynomial of degree < 2} with pointwise part ial 
ordering. As the inclusion m a p j : G —> C[— 1,1] maps G bipositively onto a 
dense subset of C[—1,1], it must be a Riesz homomorphism (Theorem 2.11) 
and the Riesz subspace F of C[— 1,1] generated by G (i.e. the space consisting 
of all piecewise parabolic functions in C[—1,1]) is a Riesz completion of G 
(Theorem 3.7). T h e inclusion m a p i from F into C[—1,1] and the restriction 
m a p π : C[—1,1] —> C[0,1] are both complete Riesz homomorphisms. Hence, 
according to Corollary 2.6, both i o i : F - t C[0,1] and i r o j : G —+ C[0,1] are 
Riesz homomorphisms. In fact, π о г is the unique extension of π о j . Now π oj 
is one-to-one, but π о г is not. 
3.12. T h e o r e m . Let I be an index set and let A, : G —» Et (г G /) be a family 
of Riesz homomorphisms from G into Riesz spaces E, such that 
for ally G G : g > 0 <=» Vi G I[X,(g) > 0] (**) 
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Equipped with pointwise ordering, J ] E, is a Riesz space. 
j € / 
Let A : G -» Ц E, be defined by X(g)(i) = X,(g) (g € G,г 6 I), Go the Riesz 
subspace generated by X(G) and X0 : G —У GO defined as X, but with restricted 
codomain. Then (Go,Ao) is a Riesz completion of G. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.14, λ is a Riesz homomorphism. Because of 
(**), λ is a bipositive map. Using Corollary 3.9, we see that (Go, Ao) is a Riesz 
completion of G. 
3 . 1 3 . Note that every G to which Theorem 3.12 can be applied must be pre-
Riesz. This follows from the facts that Ao maps G bipositively into Go, and 
t h a t Ao(G) is dense in Go (Theorem 3.4). In section 4 it will be proved that 
every pre-Riesz space admits a collection of Riesz homomorphisms as required 
in Theorem 3.12. Thus, this theorem provides an important tool in proving 
t h a t certain spaces are pre-Riesz, and in finding Riesz completions of such 
spaces. This will be worked out for some spaces in the following examples. 
(i). Let G = R 3 with positive cone: 
( х і , х 2 , х з ) > 0 <*=> (x 2 > 0, X3 > 0) or (x ! > 0, x 2 > 0, x 3 > 0). 
One can check t h a t : 
( х і , х 2 , х з ) > 0 ·«=> ( x 2 > 0, x 3 > 0) or (x 2 > 0, хз = 0, χ ι > 0) or (x 2 = 0, 
хз > 0, χ ι > 0) or (xi > 0, x 2 = хз = 0). 
We define positive linear maps ψ\, φ2 from G to Riesz spaces as follows. 
φι : G -» Rf
ex
 is defined by ? і ( х і , х 2 , х з ) = (ΧΙ,ΧΙ), 
ψ2 : G —• R?P I is defined by (¿>2(яі,х2,хз) = {x3,xi)· 
φι is a Riesz homomorphism as for all a = ( a j , a 2 , аз) , 6 = (δι, 6г, b3) € G: 
inf{y>i(e):e > a ,e > δ} 
< i n f { ^ ! ( e ) : e > a,e > b,e3 > a3 V 63} 
= inf{y>i(e):(e 2>a 2 or ( e 2 = a 2 , β ι > α ι ) ) , ( ε 2 > δ 2 or ( е 2 = 6 2 , е 1 > 6 і ) ) , е з > а 3 б3} 
= inf{(^1(e):vj1(e) > φι(α),φι(ε) > pi(b),e3 > a3 б3} 
= V i ( a ) νν?ι(δ) . 
T h e proof tha t φι is a Riesz homomorphism is analogous. 
φι and y>2 determine the positive cone of G: 
χ > 0 <=> (φι(χ) > 0 and φ2{χ) > 0) (χ G G). 
Hence, G is pre-Riesz and the m a p φ : χ y-* (<¿>i(x),<¿>2(x)) maps G bipositively 
into the Riesz space R^el χ Щ
ех
. As the latter space is four-dimensional and G 
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is three-dimensional, but not a lattice, R 2
e l χ R
2
e r
 is generated by φ(β) as a 
Riesz space. According to Theorem 3.12 (R 2 C I x R2cr,V>) ' s a Riesz completion 
of G. 
(ii). Η = R 3 with positive cone: 
(хі,х2,хз) > 0 «=>• ( i ] > 0,а:2 > 0 , i 3 > 0) or ( i 2 > Ο,Χι— x2 > 0 ,χ 3 = 0). 
We define positive linear maps фі,ф2,Фз from Η to Riesz spaces as follows: 
ψι : Η —» R is defined by фі(хі,х2,Хз) = Χ\· 
ф2 : H —> R is defined by ^2(^1,^2,^3) = χ2· 
фэ : Η —> R 2
e l is defined by фз(хі,Х2,хз) = ( z 3 , z i - Z 2 ) · 
It can easily be checked that ψι and ф2 are Riesz homomorphisms. ^3 is a 
Riesz homomorphism since for all a = (а.і,а2,аз), b = (bi,b2,b3) £ H: 
mf{t/>3(e) : e > α, e > 6} 
<inf{V>3(e) : e > a,e > 6,e3 = аз V 63} 
= inf { >з(е) : т/>3(е) > т/>3(а), ^ 3 ( 6 ) > ^з(Ь), e 3 = а 3 V Ь3 } 
=Фз(а) ф3(Ь). 
As ф\,фі and 0з determine the positive cone of Η, Η is pre-Riesz, and φ : 
χ ι-» (V»i(x),ф2(х),Фз(х)) maps Я bipositively into R2 χ R 2 e I . Hence, for the 
same reasons as in the previous example, (R 2 χ R 2
e x
,V0 is a Riesz completion 
of H. Note that the identity map Η —» R3 is a Riesz homomorphism, but its 
inverse is not. 
When we are looking for Riesz completions of integrally closed spaces, the fol­
lowing theorem due to Hayes (Theorem 1.8.1 in [J]) is of interest in order to 
identify Riesz homomorphisms that determine the positive cone. A generaliza­
tion of this theorem, in which R is replaced by an arbitrary Dedekind complete 
Riesz space, can be found in [BRI]. 
3.14. T h e o r e m . Let G be an integrally closed directed partially ordered vector 
space, φ : G —» R a linear тар. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) φ is a Riesz homomorphism. 
(ii) If φι : G —» R is such that both ψχ and φ—ψ\ are positive linear maps, 
then there is a scalar μ £ [0,1] such that φι — μ · φ. 
The following theorem (Theorem 8, Chapter XV in [B]) tells us when a finite-
dimensional partially ordered vector space is directed and integrally closed. 
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3.15. T h e o r e m . A finite-dimensional partially ordered vector space G is 
directed if and only if its positive cone G+ has nonempty interior. It is integrally 
closed if and only if G+ ts topologically closed. 
3.16. E x a m p l e . G = R 3 with positive cone: 
(хі,х-г,хз) > (0,0,0) <^=> x 3 > yjx\+xl. 
FVom Theorem 3.15 it follows that G is directed and integrally closed. Accord­
ing to Theorem 3.14, the Riesz homomorphisms from G into R are precisely 
the extreme rays of the set of positive linear maps from G into R. Having 
this in mind, it is not difficult to see that the nonzero Riesz homomorphisms 
into R are the positive functionals for which the kernel is a tangent plane of 
G+. Let S 1 : = {x € С : | i | — 1}. As the collection of Riesz homomorphisms 
which m a p (0,0,1) on 1 determines G + , we get that φ : G —» C(SÌ ) defined by 
ір(хі,Х2,Хз)(е%а) = ХЗ—XÌ c o s a — x 2 s i n a is abiposi t ive Riesz homomorphism. 
Hence, y?(G) is dense in the Riesz subspace of C(Sl) generated by e'a i-> cosa , 
e'
a
 ·—• s i n o and e"* ι—• 1, and this subspace is a Riesz completion of G. One 
can also prove directly (i.e., without using Theorem 3.15) that <¿>(G) is dense 
in C(Sl ). Note that G is an example of a finite-dimensional space with an 
infinite-dimensional Riesz completion. 
4. The Riesz completion of a pre-Riesz space 
4 . 1 . Def in i t ions . 
For a directed partially ordered vector space G ф {0} define the conditional 
completion of G by: 
G6:={AeV(G):Aa, = A}\{<f>,G}. 
If G = {0}, then G* : = {A £ V(G) : Aul = A} = {G}. 
The inclusion defines a partial ordering < on G*. 
The m a p φ
α
 : G —* Gs defined by 
VG(9) = {«?}"' = {* e G : χ < g) 
maps G one-to-one into G6. 
ψ
ο
(0) = {χ G G : χ < 0} will be denoted by 0. 
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Let the operations φ : G6 x G4 -» G*, θ : G4 -» G', and + : R χ G6 -• G6 be 
defined as follows: 
Л Ф В = (Л+В)"' ( ¿ .вес") 
>1 = - Д и (Л e G*) 
Г А.Л if λ > О 
\*Α=Ιθ if А = 0 ( A e R . A e G ' ) 
l -А.Л" if λ < о 
4.2. Remark . (G*,<) is a lattice since for all А,В 6 G*, sup(A.B) and 
inf(Л, B) exist: A V В = (A U B ) u ' and А Л В = (Л П B)ul = А П В. 
In fact, G { is a conditionally complete lattice since every nonempty subset 
of Gs that is bounded from above has a supremum: if I is an index set and 
А, С Gf, A, < В G G* for all i 6 J, then sup A, = ( (J Л,)"'· 
y G is a strictly increasing map. Moreover, for all g, h G G : g < h •<=> 
Ψα{9) < ¥>ο(Ό· 
Note that for all A € G6: 
A = sup{vJG(s) : g G G,<pG{g) < A} 
A = inf {v>G($) : 9 € G,v>G(S) > A). 
4.3. Lemma. Лог α/{ nonempty subsets Χ, Y of G, we have: 
(i) (X+Y)ul = (Xu,+Y)ul = ( X u ' + K u ' ) t t / . 
(ii) For all A > 0: X.XU = (λ.Χ)" 
X.X' = (Α.ΛΓ)'. 
.ibr all A,B,C Ç. Gs and λ, μ 6 R, й е following statements hold: 
(iii) (Α φ Β) © С = Λ φ (Β Θ С). 
(і ) Л φ Β = Β φ Α. 
(ν) Л φ 0 = Л, ( Л) = Л, Л φ Л < 0. 
(vi) If A<B, then В < ΘΑ. 
(vii) If A<B, then A® С <B@C. 
(viii) If Α φ В = 0, Йеп В = Л. 
(ix) Л φ В < θ ( Л Ш Β), 
(χ) ƒƒ Л φ ОЛ = 0 and Β φ θ Β = 0, tòera (Л φ Β) φ θ(Α+Β) = 0 ana 
( Л ф В ) = Л ф ф В . 
(xi) Л ф В С = ( Л ф В ) ( Л ф С ) (cf. example 4.4.(ii)). 
(xii) А В = (Л Λ Β), ΘΑ ΛΘΒ = (Л V В), 
(хііі) А ВфАЛВ <АфВ (cf. example 4.4.(ii)). 
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(xiv) Ι* Α — Α, X + (μ + A) = (λ.μ) + Α. 
(χν) ƒƒ λ > Ο, then λ + ( Α φ Β) = Χ* Α® Χ* Β. 
(xvi) If (Α® ΘΑ = Ο and Β © ΘΒ = 0), íften λ + ( Α © Β ) = λ + Α φ λ + Β. 
(xvii) If \,μ> O, <ften (Α+μ) + Α = λ * Α φ μ + Α. 
(xviii) If Α® ΘΑ = Ο, then (Χ+μ) * Α = λ + Α φ μ * Α. 
Proof. The items that are not mentioned below are easy to check, 
(i) We are done if we show that (X+Y)ul = (Xu,+Y)ul. Indeed, 
(X+rr = Π (*+v)" = Π (*u+y) = Π (xulu+y) = Π (Xu,+y)u = 
»ev »εν y€Y убУ 
(Xu,+Y)u. Hence, (X+Y)ul = (Xu,+Y)ul. 
(iii) follows from (i). 
(viii) ΘΑ = ΘΑ φ 0 = ΘΑ φ (Α φ В) = (ΘΑ ф А ) ф В < 0 © В = В. 
Conversely, as Α φ В = 0 we have A+B С {0}' and therefore В С (-A)1 = 
-A t t = ΘΑ. Hence фА = В. 
(ix) Θ ^ Φ Θ Β = (-A u + - £ " ) " ' С ( - ( A + B ) " ) " ' = - ( A + B ) " ' " = -(Α Φ 
В ) и = ( Л © В ) . 
(χ) follows immediately from (viii). 
(xi) А ф В С = (Л + ( В и С ) и І ) " ' = (A + ( B u C ) ) " ' = ((A+B)U(A+C)) U ' = 
((А+В)· Π ( A + C ) " ) ' = ((Α φ B ) u Π (A ® C ) u ) ' = ((Λ φ В) U (Α φ С ) ) " ' = 
( А ф В ) ( А © С ) 
(xii) holds because for all X, Y € G6: If Χ < Υ, then ΘΧ > ΘΥ and θ θ Χ = 
Χ. 
(хііі) А и В + АПВ = (А + А п В ) и ( В + А п В ) С (A+B) U (B+A) = A+B 
and thus, А В ф А л В = ( ( А и В)" ' + A П В ) " ' = (A U В + А П В)" ' С 
(А+В)" ' = А ф В . 
(xiv) One can distinguish the cases A = 0, μ — 0, ( λ > 0 and μ > 0), (λ > 0 
and μ < 0),(λ < 0 and μ > 0), (λ < 0 and μ < 0) and verify that in each case 
λ + (μ * A) = (λ.μ) * A holds. 
(xv) A + (Α φ В) = (A.(A φ В))" ' = (λ.(Α+Β)»')"' = (λ.(Α+Β))" ' = (A.A + 
A.B)"' = A * A © A + B f o r a l l A > 0 . 0 + ( Α φ Β ) = 0 = 0 © 0 = 0 + Α φ 0 + Β. 
(xvi) If λ < 0, then λ * (Α φ В) = (-λ) + Θ(Α φ Β) = (-λ) • (ΘΑ φ θ Β ) = 
(-λ) + Q Α φ (-λ) * θ Β = λ * Α φ Α + Β. 
(xvii) Let λ and μ be positive real numbers. Since A is a convex set, (Χ+μ). A = 
(λ + μ) (-ц-.А + J+--A\ = λ.A + μ.A Hence, (λ + μ) + A = A * Α φ μ + Α. 
(xviii) If λ > 0 and μ > 0, then according to (xvii): (Χ+μ)* A = Χ* Α φ μ + Α. 
If A < 0 a n d μ < 0, ίΐΗ;η(λ+μ) + Α = ( ( - λ ) + ) - μ ) ) * © Α = (-Α) + θ Α φ ( - μ ) + 
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θ A = λ* Α® μ* Α. The two remaining cases, after, if necessary, interchanging 
the roles of A and μ, are (A > 0, μ < 0, λ+μ > 0) and (A > 0, μ < 0, \+μ < 0). 
If A > 0, μ < 0 and λ+μ > 0, then(A+/x) + /l = (λ+μ) + Λ φ ( - μ ) * ( Λ φ θ Λ ) = 
((λ+μ) + ( - μ ) ) * Λ φ ( - μ ) * θ Λ = \*Αφμ + Α. If λ > 0, μ > 0 and λ+μ < 0, 
then a similar argument shows that (λ+μ) * A — λ* Αφ μ* A. 
4.4. Examples. 
(i) Let F = R 2
e I . R
2
e I is the non-Archimedean Riesz space with underlying 
vector space R2 and partial ordering defined by: 
(a, 6) < (0,0) <=• a < 0 or (a = 0 and b < 0). 
One can easily check that 
F* = >PF{F) U { ( - Ο Ο , Ι ] x R : χ G R} U {(-οο,χ) X R : χ E R}. 
For all A G Fs : Α φ QA = 0 <=> A € ipF(F). 
(ii) G with underlying vector space R2 and partial ordering defined by 
(a, 6) < (0,0) (a < 0 and o < 0 ) o r a = b = 0 
is a d.p.o. vector space. 
Let (a, b) E R2. Then the following subsets of R2 define elements of (?*: 
(a,6)° = {(x,y) G R2 : ( K a,y < b) or (x = a,y = 6)}, 
(a,b)~ = { (x ,y)eR 2 :x<a,y <b), 
(a,ò)+ = { ( x , y ) e R 2 : x < a , y < ò } , 
(a,6)D = { ( x , y ) G R 2 : x < a , y < b } , 
(a,6)# = {(x,y) G R2 : x < a,y < b}. 
/ 
/ 
>' / '1 
/1 
/1 
1 
1 / 
/ · 
- / 
' / / 
/ 
/ 
—< 
/ • 
" 7 — Τ 
Λ 
л 
ι j 
ι 
ν: ν 
(0,4° (α,6)" (a,b)+ (a,ò)c (a,b)* 
One сап check that every element of G is of one of the forms above. 
Let A = (0,0)°, В = (1,0)°. Then Α Θ В = (1,0)°, A V В = (1,0)+, Л Л В = 
(0,0)-, Л В φ AA В = (1,0)+ φ (0,0)- = (1,0)" < (1,0)° = Α φ Β (cf. 
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4.3.(xiii)). Let С = А V В = (1,0)+. Then С θ А Л В = (1,0)+ φ (0,0)" = 
(1,0)- <(1,0)+ = (1,0)+Л (2,0)+ = (С φ А) Л (С © В ) (cf. 4.3.(хі)). 
(ііі) Η with underlying vector space R2 and partial ordering defined by 
(a, b) < (0,0) <ί=Φ (a < 0 and 6 < 0 ) o r a = t = 0 
is a d.p.o. vector space. 
Let (a, b) e R2. Then the following subsets of R2 define elements of G6: 
(a, 6)° = {(x,y) € R2 : (x < a,y < b) or ( i = a,y = 6)}, 
(a,b)+ = {(x,y) ER2 : x < a,y < b}, 
(a,b)~ = {(*,y) ER7 :x<a,y< b}. 
л 
(a,6)° (a,i)+ (a, 6)" 
All elements of Η are of one of the three forms above. 
(iv) Let E be the two-dimensional Riesz space with coordinatewise ordering 
and let A' be the two-dimensional d.p.o. vector space with partial ordering 
defined by 
(a, 6) < (0,0) *=Φ a<0ora = b = 0. 
It is not very difficult to show that any two-dimensional d.p.o. vector space 
must be isomorphic to one of the spaces E, F, G, Η or К as defined in (i)-(iv). 
4.5. Theorem, (cf. [С] and [EU].) The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) G is integrally closed. 
(ii) For allAeG6:A<$eA = 0. 
Proof, (i) = > (ii). Let A Ç. Gs. We have to show that Α φ ΘΑ > 0. Take 
с € (Α φ А)и = (A-Att)u. Then A-c С Aul = A. Hence, А С A+c and 
(A+c)u с Au. As G is integrally closed, it follows from Lemma 1.6 that с > 0. 
Since с is an arbitrary element of (A(BQA)U, it follows that A(&QA > 0, which 
had to be proved. 
(ii) = > (j). If Α φ ΘΑ = 0 for all A G G6, then it follows from Lemma 4.3 that 
G* is a Riesz space. The fact that Gs is conditionally complete as a lattice 
У/., л 
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means that G6 is Dedekind complete as a Riesz space, φα is a linear bipositive 
map of G onto its image. As <?G(G) is a subspace of G6, both G and V O ( G ) 
are integrally closed. 
4.6. Definition. For each directed partially ordered vector space G, let G' be 
the set of all elements of G* of the form 
m η 
с(а , )© V v c ( b j ) 
ι=1 j = l 
where m,η 6 Ν* and α ϊ , . . . , a
m
, b i , . . . ,b„ £ G. 
4.7. Note that it follows from lemma 4.3 that for all G the set G" = { A g 
G6 : Α φ QJ4 = 0} together with addition © and scalar multiplication + is 
a vector space. With the induced ordering of G6, G" even becomes a d.p.o. 
vector space. In the next theorem we will see that for G pre-Riesz G' is a linear 
subspace of G" and G', in its own right, is Riesz. Moreover, it will be shown 
in Theorem 4.16 that even G" is a Riesz space in case G is pre-Riesz. 
4.8. Theorem. Let G be pre-Riesz. Then G' is a Riesz space. 
Proof. First it will be shown that for all A e G': Α® θ A = 0. It follows from 
4.3(x) that it suffices to show that for all m £ Ν* and а
ь
. . . , e
m
 ξ. G: 
m m 
с ( а . ) ® \/ с ( а . ) > 0 . 
ι = 1 · = 1 
Let A = V ψα(α,), and let с e (Лф >1)и = (А-Аи)и. Then А-с С Аи' = А. 
ι = 1 
Since Л" = {αϊ,. . . , a
m
} u , it follows that {αϊ,... , a
m
} u С {ai,... , a
m
} " — с. 
G is pre-Riesz, so с > 0. As с e (А® А)и is arbitrary, (ЛфОА)" С {0}u and 
Α®θΑ > 0. Now we are able to show that G' is closed for scalar multiplication, 
addition and finite suprema, since, with the help of Lemma 4.3, it can be 
checked that: 
( m η \ η m 
V ψα(α.) Θ θ V ¥>G(bj) = V fG(b)) Φ θ \/ Υ>ο(α·), 
. = 1 }=\ ) ] = \ ι=1 ( m η \ m η 
V φα(α,) Φ θ V 9G(bj) ) = V φα(λα,) Φ θ V с(Щ) for λ > 0, 
ι=1 ] = ί ) · = 1 ; = 1 
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' m η \ / г * \ 
V ψα(α,) φ θ V 9с{Ь,) © I \J <?с(с
к
) φ θ \/ <pa(di) I = 
,»=1 ; = 1 / \jb=l í = l / 
m r 
V V 4>c(a.+ck) Φ θ V V Vc(b7+¿,), 
ι = 1 * = 1 j = l / = 1 
' m η \ / r * \ 
V νσ(α,) Φ Θ V fG(bj) I v I V М с * ) ® θ V ^ c ( d ' ) ) = 
L I = 1 ) = \ I \ * = 1 (=1 / 
τη 
V V Vo(o,+di) V V V V»o(bJ+c*) Φ © V V V o ( b j + * ) · 
ι = 1 Ι = 1 j = l Jt=l j = l 1=1 
This proves that G' is a linear subspace of G" and therefore a d.p.o. vector 
space. Moreover, the fact that G' is a sublattice of Gs shows that G' is a Riesz 
space. D 
Note that the reverse implication also holds: if G' is Riesz, then, according to 
Theorem 1.4, G must be рге-Riesz, as φα is a linear bipositive map of G onto 
a dense subset of a Riesz space. 
4.9. Corollary. Let G be pre-Riesz. Then ψα maps G bipositively into the 
Riesz space G'. Furthermore, ipc(G) is dense in G' and generates G' as a 
Riesz space. 
4.10. Corollary. G is pre-Riesz if and only if there exist a Riesz space E and 
a bipositive linear map φ : G —+ E such that <p(G) is dense in E. 
Proof. One implication follows from Corollary 4.8, the other from Theorem 
1.4. 
4.11. Corollary. Let G be pre-Riesz. Then (G',<PG) ™ a Riesz completion of 
G and y>G w a complete Riesz homomorphism. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 3.8. 
4.12. Remark. If G is pre-Riesz and λ a Riesz homomorphism from G into a 
Riesz space E, then the extending Riesz homomorphism A : G' —* E must be: 
m η ,_ m η 
V ψα(α,) φ θ V M M - ^ V λ ( α ' ) - V λ(6Λ-
ι=1 1 = 1 1=1 J = l 
4.13. Theorem. G is mapped bipositively into its Riesz completion if and 
only if G is pre-Riesz. 
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Proof. " ^ = > " . According to Theorem 3.4, G is dense in its completion. It 
follows now from Theorem 1.4 that G is pre-Riesz. 
" < = " . This follows from Corollary 4.11 and the fact that φα is a bipositive 
m a p from G to G'. 
4.14. T h e o r e m . Let G and H be d.p.o. vector spaces and let φ : G —* H 
be a bipositive linear map such that y?(G) is dense in H. Then τ : H —• G 
defined by τ(Α) = ¡ρ-1 (A) is an order isomorphism; σ : Gs —» Hs defined by 
σ(Β) — <p(B)ul is the inverse of т. Furthermore, 
T(A1(BA2)=T(A1)®T(A2) {AUA2£H6), 
τ ( λ + A) = λ + т(А) ( A G R , A G B * ) . 
Proof. Let A G Η6, We show that r(A) = φ~ι(Α) is in Gs. It follows from 
the bipositivity of ψ tha t φ~1(Α") С φ~λ{Α)". In order to prove the reverse 
inclusion, take у £ <¿> - 1(J4)U and α Ε Α. {φ{χ) : x G G, ψ(χ) < а} С A, and 
a = sup{(^(i) : ι G G, ψ(χ) < α}, so >p(y) > a. As α G A is arbitrary, it follows 
that ψ(ν) G Au and thus, у Ε ψ~1(Α"). Hence φ~\Α)ν С ¥ > _ 1 ( л " ) · 
Therefore, <¿>_1(A)u=y?_1(j4 t t) for all AtH6. Replacing A by А, we get 
^ - » ( Θ Λ ) " = φ-'^θΑ)"). Hence, - ( „ - " ( A » ) ) 1 = -φ-^Α'1) and ^ » ( A " ) 1 
= » ) -
1 ( Л ) Ь г а і и е Я в . 
Combination of the two equalities above yields T ( A ) U ' = < ¿ ? - 1 ( A ) U ' = <p~1(Au)1 
= φ'
1
 (A) = T(A). Thus r maps into G6. 
We will show that r is onto. Let В G G*. The fact that ^ is bipositive yields 
Bu = φ-ι (φ{Β).). So В = В« ' = φ-'(φ(Β)»)' = „"> ( ν ( Β ) · ' ) = τ ( „ ( Β ) · ' ) . 
Henee, г ο σ = í<f<jí and r is onto. 
We will now prove that σ ο τ = idH< by showing t h a t for all A G Η . 
Ψ
{
Ψ
-\Α)Υ1 = Α. 
Of course, φ(ίρ~λ{Α)Υ С Aul = A. In order to prove that А С φ(φ~ι(Α)) , 
take 6 e ψ(ψ~1(Α))α and с e Α. Then {(¿>(ζ) : χ G G, <¿>(i) < с} С ^ ( ^ " Ч · 4 ) ) 
and с = sup{y>(x) : χ G G,iç{x) < с}. Thus, b > с and the required inclusion 
follows. 
It can easily be checked that σ and τ are order homomorphisms. Therefore, r 
is an order isomorphism from Ηδ onto G6. 
From τ ( Λ ) + τ ( Β ) = φ-1(Α)+ψ-1(Β) С ? _ 1 ( Л + Б ) С ψ~ι{Α © Б ) , we derive 
that T ( J 4 ) φ τ ( ΰ ) С τ(Α φ 5 ) . The opposite inclusion follows from the fact 
that for C,D G G6 : <p(C)+<p(D) = v(C+D) С <p(C φ D). Indeed, the 
latter implies that a(C) φ a(D) С a ( C φ D ) for all C,D G G* and thus, 
τ(Α φ В ) С τ (Λ) φ r ( B ) for all А, В e Hs. Hence, τ (Λ) φ т(В) = т(А φ В ) . 
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T h e last s tatement in the theorem follows from: 
T(QA) = ψ-\θΑ) = -(φ-^Α*)) = -(φ'1 (A))* = О т ( Л ) , and 
λ * τ ( Α ) = \.φ~\Α) = φ-\Χ.Α) = τ(\ + Α) for λ > 0 and A G Η6. 
4.15. T h e o r e m . Let G be a directed partially ordered vector space such that: 
for all χ E G and αχ,α2 G G : ( i + { a i , a 2 } ) " С { a i , a 2 } u ==> χ > 0. (**) 
Then G is pre-Riesz. 
Proof. Let x,y G G and let A = φβ{?) V φβ(ν)· Then Α © ΘΑ = 0. Indeed, 
с G (A®QA)U implies (c+{x,y})u = ( с + Л ) " С A" = { ι , y } u and thus, с > 0. 
Let G 1 be the smallest subset of G6 which contains all elements of the form 
<PG(%)V4>G(V) (X, У € G) and which is closed for the operations φ and * on G . 
G1, in its own right, is a d.p.o. vector space. We will show that G1 also satisfies 
(**). In order to do this, take X,Bi,B2e G1 such that {Χ ® Βχ,Χ ® B2}u С 
{B\,B2}U. We have to show that X > 0. This will be done by showing that 
all ι G Xй are positive. Let χ G Xй, and let wi,w2,zi,z2 G G be such that 
ψΰ^ι) ίί Βχ < <PG(ZI) a n ( i ' T ' G C ^ ) 5Í B2 < φΰ(ζ2). Let y G G be such that 
y G (x-(wi+w2) + (zi+z2) + {zuz2})u. Theiupciy + iwi+^-izi+Zz)) G 
Wa(x)®Bi,<pc(x)®B2}u. Since {ψα(χ)®Βι,ψα(χ)®Β2}ν С {Яі, Я 2 } " , we 
get t h a t <рс(у + { >і+і
 2)-(гі+г2)) G {BUB2)U. The fact that y>G(z;) > B¿ 
(t = 1,2) now yields >с(у + (™ι+™2)) Φ ( θ Β ι © Я 2 ) e {¥>с(гі),¥>с(·^)}"· 
Finally, 4>G(U>Ì) < Bi (г = 1,2) implies that ipc(y) G {>PG(ZI),<PG(Z2)}U and 
9 0
 У G { г і ) г 2 } и · From (**) it follows now that χ — (wi+w2) + (z¡+z2) > 0. 
Taking infima with respect to all u>i, w2, z\, z2 which are considered above, we 
get that χ > 0. Hence, X > 0. And so G 1 also satisfies (**). 
Proceeding along these lines, one finds a sequence of d.p.o. vector spaces G = 
G°, G\G2,... such that G " = ( G " " 1 ) 1 , G " satisfies (**) and φ
α
^{ΰη-1) С 
G n С ( G n _ 1 ) * . It follows from Theorem 4.14 that for each η > 1 there exists 
an order isomorphism r„ : ( G " ) * —• G* which is compatible with φ and * . 
As a result of this, (J r
n
(Gn) is a subspace of G*, which, in its own right, 
r»eN 
is a Riesz space. Since φα ìs a linear and bipositive map and (po(G) is a 
dense subset of | J Tn(G"), we can conclude from Theorem 1.4 that G must 
nEN 
be pre-Riesz. 
In [E] C.J. Everett introduced the notion of a conditional completion Ls for a 
lattice ordered group L. He showed that L" , i.e., the subset of L6 consisting of 
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all A G L6 such that Α © θ A = 0, is a sublattice of Lf. Applied to the Riesz 
space G' С Gs for G pre-Riesz, this leads to: ( C ) " = {A G ( С ) " : ΑφθΑ = 0} 
is a subspace of ( C ) * which, in its own right, is a Riesz space. Combining this 
result with Theorem 4.14, we get: 
4.16. Theorem. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) G M pre-Riesz. 
(ii) G" (i.e. the set of all A G G6 such that Α © ΘΑ = 0) м o Rxesz space. 
Intermezzo 
When observing the definitions, theorems and their proofs in the previous 
sections, one notices that the scalar multiplication doesn't play a very crucial 
role. This fact gives rise to considering abelian groups instead of vector spaces 
(cf. Fuchs [F] and Everett [E]). 
A partially ordered abelian group G is an abelian group equipped with a partial 
ordering < such that: 
V/ , i ,AGG[ /<s=»/+ fc< S +Ä] . 
It is obvious that notions such as "directed", "integrally closed", and "Archi-
medean" can be defined straightforwardly for a partially ordered abelian group. 
In fact, all definitions and theorems in the previous sections can be generalized 
for abelian groups instead of vector spaces (except 3.15). As the words "Riesz 
space" usually refer to a vector lattice, we will speak about lattice ordered 
group in case of a directed partially ordered group which is also a lattice, and 
we will use the words (complete) lattice group homomorphism, lattice group 
completion, and pre-lattice group instead of (complete) Riesz homomorphism, 
Riesz completion, and pre-Riesz space respectively. 
We will state the most important results for an abelian d.p.o. group G: 
3.5.' Theorem. Every abelian d.p.o. group has a lattice group completion. 
3.7.' Theorem. If E is an abelian lattice ordered group and A : G —* E a 
bipositive additive map such that \(G) is dense in E and generates E as a 
lattice ordered group, then (E,X) ts a lattice group completion of G. 
4.10.' Corollary. G is a pre-lattice group if and only if there exist an abelian 
ordered group E and a btposittve additive map φ : G —* E suck that y?(G) и 
dense m E. 
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4.13 . ' T h e o r e m . G is mapped bipositively into its lattice group completion if 
and only if G is a pre-lattice group. 
„ 4 .15. ' T h e o r e m . Let G be an abelian d.p.o. group such that for all x,a\,a,2 € 
G: if χ + { а ь ^ г } " С {01,02}", then χ > 0. Then G is a pre-lattice group. 
4.16. ' T h e o r e m . G is a pre-lattice group if and only if G" = {A G Gs : 
Α φ ΘΑ = 0} is a lattice ordered group. 
5. Riesz* homomorphisms versus Riesz homo-
morphisms 
In case of pre-Riesz spaces the Riesz* homomorphisms as defined below turn 
out t o be exactly the restrictions of Riesz homomorphisms between the Riesz 
completions. 
5.1. Def in i t ion. Let λ : G —> H be a linear map. Λ is called a Riesz* 
homomorphism if 
а,Ье(?[А({а,Ь}и ')сЛ({а,Ь})и ']. 
5.2. R e m a r k s . 
(i) Every Riesz* homomorphism is positive (take a = b = 0). 
Every Riesz homomorphism is a Riesz* homomorphism. This follows from 
the fact that for a,b € G and a Riesz homomorphism λ of G into H : 
Л ( { а , Ь Г ' ) с Л ( { а , 6 } « ) ' = А({а,6}Г'. 
(ii) If G and H are Riesz spaces, then the notions of Riesz homomorphism and 
Riesz* homomorphism coincide. 
(iii) T h e composition of two Riesz* homomorphisms is again a Riesz* homo­
morphism. 
(iv) If λ : G —+ H is a Riesz* homomorphism and HQ is a directed linear 
subspace of H tha t contains A(G), then Ao : G —У HQ defined by Xo{g) = 
X(g) is also a Riesz* homomorphism. This follows from the observation 
that formula 5.1 is equivalent to 
Va,òeG[A({a ,&}« ' )" = A({a,6})"] 
and the fact that A0(A')U = A(Ar)" Π H0 for every subset X of G. 
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(ν) If λ : G —• Я is a Riesz* homomorphism, then the inclusion map г : 
A(G) —• Я may fail to be a Riesz* homomorphism as the following example 
shows. 
Let G = {ƒ € C [ - l , 1] : / ( - 1 ) + / ( 1 ) = 2 / (0 )} and Я = R 3 . 
T h e inclusion m a p j : G —* C[—1,1] maps G onto a dense subset of 
C[— 1,1], so j is a Riesz homomorphism (Theorem 2.11), and thus a Riesz* 
homomorphism. φ : C[-l, 1] -» R 3 defined by ф(/) = ( Д - 1 ) , / ( 0 ) , / ( 1 ) ) 
is a Riesz homomorphism between Riesz spaces, and thus also a Riesz* 
homomorphism. Hence, λ = φ о j is a Riesz* homomorphism from G to 
Я . As A(G) is isomorphic to R2 as a partially ordered vector space, and 
(α, β) »-» (α, £y£,/3) does not define a Riesz homomorphism from R 2 to 
R 3 , we may conclude that г : A(G) —• Я is not a Riesz* homomorphism. 
(vi) A linear m a p φ : G —> Y[ Я , (where each Я , is a directed partially ordered 
• e/ 
vector space, and the ordering on the direct product is the coordinatewise 
ordering) is a Riesz* homomorphism if and only if every coordinate m a p 
φ, : G —* Я is a Riesz* homomorphism. This follows from the observation 
that for all X С G: 
ie/ 
5.3. T h e o r e m . Let λ : G —» Я be a linear map. Then the following statements 
hold: 
(i) If H is pre-Riesz, then: 
X is a Riesz homomorphism <^=> VX G Fin(G)\{4>}[\(Xu)' = A(A")"']. 
(ii) λ is a Riesz" homomorphism Ф=> VA' G Ftn(G)\{<j>}[\(Xul) С A(X)U ']· 
Proof, (i) We prove the implication "^=>·". Let ( Я Г , VO be a Riesz completion 
of Я . As Я is pre-Riesz, ψ is a bipositive m a p (Theorem 4.12). Since ф(Н) is 
dense in Я г (Theorem 3.4), it follows from Theorem 2.11 that ф is a complete 
Riesz homomorphism. According to Corollary 2.6, ф ο A is a Riesz homomor­
phism into the Riesz space Hr. Since ф is bipositive, this means that we are 
done if we prove by induction that for all η > 2 and χι,..., x„ € G: 
Я
г
- inf φ ο λ ( { . τ , , . . . , ι „ } " ) = φ ο λ ( ΐ ι ) V . . . V V ο λ ( χ
η
) . 
Let η > 2 and ΐ ι , . . . , χ
η
, £„+ι G G. As V ° λ is a Riesz homomorphism, we 
know that Нт-іпі{ф о Л(е) : e G G,e > х і , х 2 } = V" ° Ή χ ι ) V ' ° λ ( χ 2 ) · It 
will be convenient to view Hr as a subspace of Hs, which is a conditionally 
complete lattice. We know that Я г is dense in Я * . 
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Then φ ο λ(ζι) V . . . V φ ο λ ( χ
η + ι ) 
= Н
г
-Ы{фоХ(е) : e G G,e > х
ь
х 2 } V φ ο λ(χ 3 ) V . . . V φ ο λ ( ι η + 1 ) 
= Н
г
-Ы{фоХ(е) фо\(х3) V. . . V V O A ( X „ + I ) : e e G, e > х ь х 2 } 
= # 4 -inf{^oA(e) ν ^ ο λ ( ι 3 ) V.. . ν ^ ο λ ( χ η + ι ) : e G G, e > х ь х 2 } 
= Я
А
-іпі{Я г -іпі( >оА({е,х 3 , . . . ,х„ + 1 } п )) : e G G,e > х ь х 2 } 
= Н'-т{{Н*-Ы(ф о А({е,х3,... ,х„+і}и)) : e G G,e > х ь х 2 } 
= Η
δ
-Μφο Α({χι, х 2 , . . . ,х„+і}и). 
Hence, Нг-іт)іфоХ({хі,Х2,... ,x
n
+i} u ) exists and equals ^ ο λ ( χ ι ) V.. .W φ о 
λ ( χ
η + 1 ) . 
(ii) We prove the implication l l^=>" by induction by showing that for all η > 2 
and x j , . . . , x
n
 G G: 
Α({χ 1,...,χη})» = λ({χ 1 , . . . ,χ„}" ')»· 
Let η > 2 and х
ь
. . . , χ
η
+ ι € G. Let У = {x„,x
n + i } u ' . 
Л ( { х
ь
. . . , х „ , х „ + і } ) и = λ ( { χ ι , . . . , χ „ _ 1 } ) " η λ ( { χ η , χ η + ι } ) " = 
λ ( { χ 1 , . . . , χ „ _ 1 } ) » η λ ( { χ η , χ „ + 1 } » ' ) " = Α ( { χ 1 , . . . , χ η _ 1 } ) " η Π ЧШи = 
П ( А ( { х
ь
. . . , х
п
_ 1 } ) и П А ( { у } ) " ) = f) А ( { * ь . . . , ! „ _ , , » } ) » = (ind. hyp.) 
Π А ( { х
ь
. . . , х
п
_
ь ! / } " ' ) " = ( ( J A({x b . . . , x n _ b y}» ' ) ) U = 
λ ( υ {x 1,...,xn_ 1,y}«')U = A({x b . . . , x„ ,x„ + 1 } u ' ) u . 
5.4. Corollary. Let Χ : G —> Η be a linear map. Then the following state­
ments are equivalent: 
(i)Wa,beG[X({a,b}"l)cX({a,b})"1}. 
(ii) Va,6eG[A({a,ò}"')u = A({a,6})u]. 
(iii) Va, b G G[0 G {a, 6}"' = > 0 G λ({α, &})»']. 
(iv) V * G Ftn(G)\{¿}[A(Xu ') С λ(Χ)"']. 
(ν) VX G Лп(С)\{^}[А(Х"')и = λ ( * ) " ] . 
(vi) VX G Fin(G)\{<j>)[0 G A""1 = ί · θ € A(Ar)"']. 
Now we are able to prove that the Riesz* homomorphisms between pre-Riesz 
spaces are exactly those maps that can be extended to Riesz homomorphisms 
between the Riesz completions. We start with a lemma. 
5.5. Lemma. Let (Gr,<¿>) be a Riesz completion of G and let X С G be 
bounded from above. Then φ(Χη') С φ(Χ)"'-
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Proof. We apply Theorem 4.14 to G, H = GT and ψ : G -» Gr. Recall that 
τ : ( G r ) ' —» G* defined by τ(Α) — ψ~λ{Α) is an order isomorphism and its 
inverse σ : G* -» (Gr)f is given by σ(Β) = φ(Β)"1. 
Now, X С ? - ' ( * ( * ) ) С V - ' í r t * ) " 1 ) = ' M * ) * " ) С ^MJf•' ) " ' ) = 
τ(σ(Χ· ' ) = Χ" ' . From Χ С т ^ Л Г ) " ' ) С Xй', we derive that τ ( ^ ( Χ ) · ' ) = 
Xvl. Hence у>(ЛГ)в' = σ(Χη') = ^ X " ' ) " ' , which had to be proved. 
5.6. Theorem. Let G and H be pre-Riesz and A : G —• H a linear map. 
Lei (Gr,ip) and (Нг,ф) be Riesz completions of G and H respectively. Then 
X м α Riesz* homomorphism if and only if there exists a Riesz homomorphism 
XT : GT -+ HT such that Xr ο φ = фо λ. 
G -±+ H 
Gr -^* Hr 
Proof. Suppose λ is a Riesz* homomorphism. We are done if we show that 
А
г(Ли ' φ ΘΒ"1) = ЦА)и1 © А(Д)и' (А, В € Fm(G)\{¿}) 
defines a map from G' to H'. With the help of the formulas in the proof 
of Theorem 4.8, it is then an easy exercise to show that λΓ is a linear map 
and moreover a Riesz homomorphism. Let A,B,C,D G F»'n(G)\{^} be such 
that Α"1 θ ΘΒ" ' = C u ' φ OD*'. Then (A+D)ul = (B+C)ul. Thus (X(A) + 
X(D))ul = A((A+D)U ')U ' = A((S+C) U ' ) U ' = A(S+C) U ' = (A(B) + A(C))"1. 
Hence, X(A)ul φ θ λ ( Β ) " ' = A(C)U' φ θλ(Ζ>)"'. This proves one implication. 
Now suppose there exists a Riesz homomorphism Ar : G r —» Hr such that 
ф ο A = λΓ ο φ. Using Lemma 5.5 and the fact that for all Λ 6 Fin(GT)\{tf>} 
А
Г(Л"') С А г(Л)и ', we can derive that for X = {а,Ь} С G: ф(Х(Хи1)и,)и' 
= V>(A(X"'))U' = {ф ο Α)(Λ'"')"' = (Хг о φ){Χη,γι = А г(?(*•'))"' С 
Χ
Γ(φ(ΧΤΤ' = *'(*(*))""" = A'MJf))"1 = (ΧΓ°φ)(Χ)αΙ = (Ф°Х)(ХГ' = 
ф(Х(Х))и' = ф(Х(Х)и,)и'. We apply Theorem 4.14 to Η, Hr and ф : Η -» Я г . 
It follows from ( л ( * и ' ) и ' ) " ' = • ¿ O W 1 ) " ' t h a t * ( * " ' ) " ' = К*)"' a™* 
therefore, X(Xul) С A(A')tt'. 
The following two theorems will be analogues of Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 
3.12 respectively, in terms of Riesz* homomorphisms instead of Riesz homo-
morphisms. There is no such analogue for Corollary 3.8. This follows from the 
fact that г : A(G) —» Η is not a Riesz* homomorphism in 5.2(v). 
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5.7. T h e o r e m . Let G be pre-Riesz, E a Riesz space ani X a bipositive Riesz* 
homomoTphism from G to E. Let EQ be the Riesz subspace of E generated by 
X(G) and let λ 0 : G —» E be the map defined as X but with restricted codomain. 
Then (Εο,λο) is a Riesz completion of G. 
Proof. Let (G r,v?) be a Riesz completion of G and let AJ : GT —» E<¡ be an 
extension of λο. It will be proved that AJ is a Riesz isomorphism. As A|¡ is 
onto, we are done if we show that it is also one-to-one. Suppose a £ Gr is such 
that AJ(a) = 0. From the facts that λο is bipositive and ip(G) is dense in Gr it 
follows t h a t a < 0. As AJ(—a) = 0, too, a = 0. 
T h e following theorem, which is now self-evident, can be of practical use. 
5.8. T h e o r e m . Let G be pre-Riesz, I an index set and for every i € / , let 
A; : G —У Ei be a Riesz* homomorphism into a Riesz space such that for all 
geG: 
g > 0 ч ^ Vi e I[\i(g) > 0] (**) 
Let X: G -y J} Ei be defined by X(g)(i) = Xi(g) (g e G,i e I). Let G0 be the 
•e/ 
Riesz subspace of \\ £?,· generated by X(G) and λο : G —» Go the map defined 
as A, but with restricted codomain. Then (Go,Ao) м a Riesz completion of G. 
Proof. According to Remark (vi) of 5.2, λ is a Riesz* homomorphism and 
because of (**), λ is bipositive. The theorem now follows by application of 
Theorem 5.7. 
We will prove a theorem for unitary integrally closed d.p.o. vector spaces 
which shows that the collection of Riesz* homomorphisms into R is, in some 
sense, the weak* closure of the collection of Riesz homomorphisms into R. 
5.9. Def in i t ion. A partially ordered vector space G is called unitary if G has 
a (strong) unit, i.e., an u 6 G + such that Vjf £ G3n € N[</ < nu]. 
Let G be a unitary integrally closed partially ordered vector space and (Gr,<¿>) 
a Riesz completion of G- G r is also unitary and integrally closed. Say w G G + 
is a unit of G. Then Uj = y (u ) is a unit of G r . 
G is pre-Riesz since G is unitary and integrally closed. Hence, φ is a bipositive 
m a p . Let E\ be the collection of order bounded linear functionals on G r and 
let E2 be the collection of differences of positive linear functionals on G. The 
collection of semi-norms {p(i) : x G G r } , where p(x) : Εχ —» R is defined 
by p(x)(^/>) = | ^ ( ^ ) | {Φ Ε Ει), turns Ει into a locally convex topological 
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vector space. Analogously, the collection of semi-norms {q(y) • y G G } , where 
q(y) : E2 —» R is defined by ç(y)(A) = |A(y)| (A G E2), turns E2 into a locally 
convex topological vector space. 
η : E\ —» E2 defined by π(φ) — φ ο ψ is a continuous linear map. 
Let Αχ = {φ G Ει : φ is a positive map, ^ ( " l ) = l}i 
A2 = {ψ £ Ει : ψ \s к Riesz homomorphism, V"(ui) = l}i 
S i = {A G E2 : A is a positive map, A(u) = 1}, 
B2 = {A G £2 : A is a Riesz homomorphism, A(u) = 1}. 
Note that тг(Л2) = {A G E2 : A is a Riesz* homomorphism, A(u) = 1}. 
Now, we can s tate the following theorem. 
5.10. T h e o r e m , (i) π | ^ is a homeomorphism from A2 onto 7г(Л2). 
(ii) B2 determines G+, i.e., for all g G G : g > 0 < = • VA G 5 2 [A(s) > 0]. 
(iii) B2 = π(Α2). 
P r o o f , (i) That 7Го = τ|^4- is a homeomorphism onto its image follows from 
these facts: тго is continuous, 7Го is one-to-one, A2 is compact, E2 is a HausdorfF 
space. 
(ii) Suppose χ G G is such that VA G B2[X(x) > 0]. Then VA G соп (В7)[А(х) > 
0]. rVom Theorem 3.14 (Hayes) it follows that B2 is the set of extreme points 
of the compact convex set Bi. According to the Krein-Milman Theorem Bj = 
conv(B 2 ) . Hence VA G 5j[A(x) > 0]. So VV> G Αι[ψ(φ(χ)) > 0] and therefore 
W> G Α2[φ(ψ(χ)) > 0]. As І 4 2 determines ( G r ) + , it follows t h a t ψ(χ) > 0. 
Since φ is bipositive, we get that χ > 0, which had to be proved. 
(iii) Now we are able to prove that B2 is a dense subset of π(Α2) or equivalently 
B2 = π(Α2). From the facts that B2 determines G+ and <¿>(G) is dense in Gr, 
it follows tha t π ^ (B2) determines ( G r ) + . Hence, π ^ (B2) is dense in A2 and 
thus B2 is dense in πο(Λ 2 ) = π(Α2). 
5 . 1 1 . D e f i n i t i o n . A linear map A : G —У H is a complete Riesz* homomor­
phism if for all subsets X of G that are bounded from above: X(X ) С X(X) . 
It is obvious that every complete Riesz* homomorphism is a Riesz* homomor­
phism. Note also that in case G and H are both Riesz spaces, complete Riesz* 
homomorphisms and complete Riesz homomorphisms are the same. As a result 
of the next theorem, this is also the case if both G and H are pre-Riesz. 
5.12. T h e o r e m . Let G and H be pre-Riesz and A : G —> H a linear map. Let 
(Gr,ψ) and (Нг,ф) be Riesz completions of G and H respectively. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
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(i) А м α complete Riesz homomorphism. 
(ii) λ is a complete Riesz* homomorphism. 
(iii) There exists an order continuous Riesz homomorphism X : Gr —* Hr such 
that λ ο φ = ф ο Α. 
Proof, (ii) = > (i). Let X be a subset of G. Then: inf(A) = О Φ=Φ> 
sup(-A) = 0 « 0 e (--X)"' and 0 € ( - * ) " ^ Ü Ê A ( - A ) U ' and 
θ € λ ( - Α ) Β <ί=> s u p A ( - A ' ) = 0 <=> infA(A) = 0. 
(i) = > (iii). As G is pre-Riesz, A is also a Riesz homomorphism (Theorem 2.7). 
Hence, there exists a Riesz homomorphism Ar : GT —* Hr such that Χοφ = ψοΧ. 
Thus, we only have to prove that Ar is a complete Riesz homomorphism. Sup­
pose Y С С is such that C-inf Y = 0, let ΛΌ = {x «Ξ G : 3y e Y[y < φ(χ)]}. 
Since <p(G) is dense in G r , Gr-inf y>(A"o) = 0 . φ is bipositive and therefore 
G-inf ΛΌ = 0. Using the fact that A is a complete Riesz homomorphism, 
we get Я-inf A(A0) = 0 and tfr-inf ΧΓ(φ(Χ0)) = tfr-inf ψ(Χ(Χ0)) = 0. As 
{0}' С Xr(Y)1 С ΧΓ(φ(Χ0))', it follows that tfr-inf Xr(Y) = 0. 
(iii) =^· (ii). The proof of this implication is analogous to the second part of the 
proof of Theorem 5.6. Along the same lines it can be shown that for X С G 
nonempty and bounded from above: ф(Х(Хи,)и,)и' С ф(Х(Х)и,)и'. Appli­
cation of Theorem 4.14 leads to A(A"')U' = A(A)"' and therefore A(AU') С 
A(A)"', which had to be proved. 
5.13. By strengthening the partial ordering in a directed partially ordered 
vector space G which is not pre-Riesz, we can obtain a рге-Riesz space H and 
a Riesz homomorphism q : G —* H which is onto and such that every Riesz 
homomorphism φ from G into a Riesz space E determines a unique Riesz 
homomorphism φ : Η —> E with ψ = ψ ο q. As a consequence of this the Riesz 
completions of G and H will coincide. The idea is as follows. For every ordinal 
number a, define a subset > of G χ G by means of transfinite induction. (If 
R С G x G, we write ARB instead of Va e A V6 e B[aRb] and aRB instead of 
Vb € B[aRb\): 
о 
(i) > = > 
o + l 
(ii) > is defined by: 
t»+l a 
a > b if and only ЗА' G Ftn(G)\{¿} Vy <= G[y > a+X = • y > b+X]. 
... ° Ρ 
(iii) > = | J > for every limit ordinal a. 
β<α 
Using transfinite induction, one can prove that for every ordinal a: 
(i) a > b => a+c > b+c (a,b£G) 
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(ii) a > O and λ > О = > λα > Ο (α € G, A G R). 
Ο α 
Although > is a transitive relation on G, we can not guarantee that all > are 
also transitive relations. But they form a monotonically increasing transfinite 
sequence of subsets ofGxG (Theorem 5.15) which must eventually be constant. 
This constant, however, is a transitive relation on G (Theorem 5.16). 
5.14. Lemma. Let η 6 N, n > 1, and let c j , . ..,c
n
,d G G. If a and β are 
ordinal numbers such that 
а € ( ? [ а > { с , , . . . , с
п
} = > а > а ] , 
then for all ordinals 7: 
0+7 " + 7 
VaeG[a> { с
ь
. . . , с „ } = > а > d] 
Proof. Suppose a > {cj,..., c„ }. There are nonempty finite subsets X1,... ß 
,X„ of G such that Vy G G[y > a+xi =^· y > c¿ + Xi] for ι = Ι , . , . , η . 
β 
Let Χ = Χι + ... + Χ
η
. Using the translation invariance of > we see that 
ß ß о 
у >а+Х =>у> {сі,...,с
п
}+Х => у-Х > { с
ь
. . . , с „ } = • у-Х > d = > 
a ß+l a+ì 
у >d+ X. Thus we have proved that V G G[a > {ci,... ,c
n
} =Ф a > d]. 
Use of transfinite induction now yields the desired result for all 7. 
а 
5.15. Theorem. > depends monotonically on a. 
a o+l 
Proof. We have to prove that for all ordinals a : > С > . We distinguish 
three cases. 
0 1 
0) > с >. 
a 
(ii) If а = /3+1 and a > b (a, 6 G G), then there is a nonempty finite subset ß 
X oî G such that Vy G G\y > a+X = • y > Ь+Х]. From the previous lemma 
1 a 0 1 
it follows that Vy G G[g > a+X =>· y > 6+A']. As > С >, we sec that 
Vy G G[y > a+X = > y > b+X]. Hence, а °> 6. 
(iii) If α is a limit ordinal and a > 6 (a, b G G), then there is a smallest ordinal 
ß ß+i 
β < a such that a > b. According to (i) or (ii), a > b, which means that ß 
Vy G G[y > a+JY =^ y > b+X] for a certain finite and nonempty subset X 
7 
of G. Say а = ß+y. From Lemma 5.14 it follows that Vy G G[y > a+X =^ 
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α y 
y > b+X]. We may assume that > С > since -f < a. Then Vy € G[y > 
a a a+l 
a+X = > у > b+X]. Thus, we have proved that > С > . G 
a a+l 
The theorem above ensures that, for a sufficiently large, > = > . Say oo is 
a oo 
an ordinal such that > = > for all α > oo. 
oo 
5.16. Theorem. > is a transitive relation on G. 
oo oo 
Proof. Suppose a,b,c G G are such that a > b and b > c. Then there are finite 
nonempty subsets X and У of G such that Vy G G[y > a + X = > y > b + X] 
oo 
and Vy 6 G[y > b+Y ==> y > c+Y]. From Lemma 5.14 it follows that 
Vy E G[y > b+Y = ^ y^'zTb+Y]. Therefore, Vy e G[y > a+X+Y => 
2oo 200+1 2 o o + l oo oo 
y > c+X+Y] and so α > с. As > = >, a > с holds. 
5.17. Now, we can define for a, ò E G: 
oo oo 
a =00 6 if and only if a > ò and b > a. 
H = G/=oo turns out to be a directed partially ordered vector space, which is 
of course pre-Riesz. 
The canonical quotient map q : G —» H is a Riesz homomorphism as can be 
seen from the following statement which is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.14: 
Va G G[a > ci,c2 = • a > d] =*• Va e G[a >ci,c2 =>- a > d]. 
5.18. Theorem. Let E be a Riesz space and φ : G —* E a Riesz homo­
morphism. Let H and q be as above. Then there exists a positive linear map 
φ : Η —• E such that φ = ψ о q. Moreover, φ is a Riesz homomorphism. 
Proof. The existence of φ as above is a consequence of the following statement: 
a 
For every ordinal number a and e e G: if e > 0, then у(е) > 0. We prove 
this statement by means of transfinite induction with respect to a. 
If α is an ordinal for which the statement holds and e G G is such that e > 0, 
then there is a nonempty finite subset .Y = {ii , . . . , ! „ } such that Vy G G[y > 
о 
e+X =^- у > X\. The induction hypothesis shows that у > e+X implies 
4>(y) ^ ν ( χ ι ) V . . . V φ(χ
η
)· I* follows from Theorem 5.3(i) that 'mi{ip(y) : 
У > e+X) = p ( e ) + v?(x,)V...V ¥<*„). Hence, y(e) + φ(χ
λ
) V . . . V φ(χ
η
) > 
<p(xj ) V . . . V φ(χ
η
) and so i^(e) > 0. This proves the statement above. 
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It is obvious that φ is a positive linear map. As for a,b 6 G уз({а,о}") = 
V(ï({a,b}")) С Ê({?(a),î(&)}»), we see that ?({ ΐ(α), 9 (δ)} ·) ' С ¥>({а,Ц")' = 
Ма),у(6)}-'=е({
С
(а),с(Ь)})·'. 
Hence ^ is a Riesz homomorphism. 
5.19. Corollary, £e< G, Η and q be as in Theorem 5.18. І/(Нг,ф) is a Riesz 
completion of H, then (Нг,ф oq) is a Riesz completion ofG. 
5.20. Remark. Although for every space G which is not pre-Riesz, the 
a CT+1 
smallest a such that > = > has a cardinality smaller than or equal to the 
ι 2 
cardinality of G, I do not know of any space G such that > ф >. 
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II. THE DEDEKIND σ-COMPLETION 
In this chapter we define and prove existence of a new kind of completion, the 
Dedekind <7-completion, which provides a Dedekind σ-complete extension of 
an Archimedean Riesz space in such a way that Riesz σ-homomorphisms from 
this space into Dedekind σ-complete spaces have unique extensions. In section 
7 we prove that our Dedekind σ-completion differs from a similar completion 
introduced by J. Quinn in [Q], which allows extension of order continuous 
Riesz homomorphisms from the given space into Dedekind <T-complete spaces. 
Although Quinn's completion can be viewed as a subspace of the Dedekind 
completion of the original space, this holds for our completion only if both 
completions coincide. For some classes of Archimedean Riesz spaces we will 
show that this indeed is the case. 
6. Existence of the Dedekind σ-completion 
6.1. We start with some definitions. 
(i) Let E be a Riesz space and let a £ E+. By E
a
 we denote the principal 
ideal spanned by a. 
(ii) A Riesz space E is called Dedekind σ-complete if every countable nonempty 
bounded subset of E has a supremum. 
A Dedekind <r-complete Riesz space is Archimedean, 
(iii) Let E and F be Riesz spaces and φ : E —* F a Riesz homomorphism. 
φ is called a Riesz σ-homomorphism if inf <p(e„) = 0 for every decreasing 
η 
sequence еі,б2,... in E with inf e„ = 0. 
η 
(iv) A subset D of. a Riesz space E is majorizing in E if the Riesz ideal in E 
generated by D is E itself, 
(v) A Riesz subspace E\ of a Riesz space E is order dense in E if for every 
e G E+, there exists c.\ G E\ with 0 < e.\ < e. 
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Note that E\ is majorizing and order dense in E if and only if Ει is dense 
in E (cf. l.l.(vii)). 
6.2. Definition and remarks. Let £ be an Archimedean Riesz space. 
(i) A pair (E", i) consisting of a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space E" and a 
Riesz σ-homomorphism г : E —• E" is called a Dedekind σ-completion of 
E if the following holds: 
If F is a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space and ψ : E —• F is a Riesz 
σ-homomorphism, then there exists a unique Riesz σ-homomorphism φ : 
E" —» F such that φ o i = φ. 
(ii) If it exists, a Dedekind σ-completion is unique up to Riesz isomorphism 
(cf. the uniqueness of the Riesz completion), 
(iii) Let E6 be the Dedekind complete Riesz space consisting of all Dedekind 
cuts in E, and ф the natural embedding of E into E6. Since ф(Е) is 
order dense in E6, ф is order continuous, and therefore, φ is a Riesz σ-
homomorphism. 
Hence, if (E",i) is a Dedekind σ-completion of E, then i : E —* E" is 
one-to-one. 
(iv) Let (E",i) be a Dedekind σ-completion of E, let Ε
λ
 be the Riesz ideal of 
E" generated by i(E), and let ¿i : E —* Εχ be the Riesz σ-horaomorphism 
defined as i but with restricted codomain. We then have the following 
Riesz σ-homomorphisms: The embedding j : E\ —» E" and Jfc : E" —* E\ 
such that ki = i\. As j t i = i, we see that jki = i and so jk = \ά&. 
Therefore, E\ = E" which means that i(E) is a majorizing subset of E°'. 
6.3. In this section we will show that every Archimedean Riesz space has a 
Dedekind σ-completion. This is done as follows. First it is shown that the 
Riesz space consisting of the continuous realvalued functions on a compact 
Hausdorff space has a Dedekind σ-completion. From this, by applying the 
Kakutani Representation Theorem (cf. 8.10.), we see that every uniformly 
complete unitary Archimedean Riesz space has a Dedekind σ-completion. Then 
we prove that a principal ideal in such a Riesz space E has a Dedekind a-
completion that is Riesz isomorphic with a principal ideal in the Dedekind a-
completion E" of E. This fact enables us to construct a Dedekind σ-completion 
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of any uniformly complete Archimedean Riesz space. In order to construct a 
Dedekind σ-completion of an arbitrary Archimedean Riesz space E, we make 
an embedding of E into a uniformly complete Archimedean Riesz space H such 
that any Riesz σ-homomorphism of E into a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space 
F can be extended in a unique way to a Riesz <T-homomorphism H —» F. Thus, 
a Dedekind σ-completion H" of H is also a Dedekind σ-completion of E. 
6.4. Definitions 
Let X be a compact HausdorfF space. 
By C(X) we denote the Riesz space consisting of all continuous realvalued 
functions on X. 
A realvalued function on X is called Baire measurable if it is measurable with 
respect to the Baire σ-algebra in X (i.e. the smallest σ-algebra such that all 
continuous functions are measurable). 
By Baire(X) we denote the Riesz space consisting of all bounded Baire mea­
surable functions on X. 
A subset A of X is called very small, if there exist / i , ƒ2,·-· € C(X) such that 
ƒ„ I 0 ( i.e., / i > f2 > . . . and inf ƒ„ = 0) and ƒ„ = 1 on A for all n. 
η 
A subset A of X is called small, if A is part of a countable union of very small 
subsets of X. Note that a small set is meagre (i.e., of first category). 
We denote by S(X) the Riesz ideal of Baire(-Y) consisting of those functions 
that vanish on X except for a small subset of X. Thus, we get a Riesz space 
Baire(X)/S(X). 
In the same way we get a Riesz space Вл\те(Х)/М(Х) when we consider the 
Riesz ideal M(X) consisting of all those functions in Baire(X) that vanish on 
X except for a meagre subset of X. Note that S(X) С M(X). 
6.5. Both Baiie(X)/S(X) and B&he(X)/M(X) are Dedekind σ-complete 
Riesz spaces, since Baire(X) is a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space and M(X) 
and S(X) are so-called Riesz σ-ideals (i.e. ideals that are closed for count­
able suprema and infima). It follows easily that the quotient mappings n
s
 : 
Baire(A") -• Baire(X)/5(A') and n
m
 : Baire(A') -> Baire(X)/M(X) are Riesz 
σ-homomorphisms. 
6.6. Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space such that C(X) is 
Dedekind σ-complete. Then C(X) and Baire(X)/M(X) are Riesz isomorphic. 
(Cf. 6.8.) 
Proof. Let ƒ,/i,/2,. . . € Baire(A') such that there exist g,g\,Ç2,··· € C{X) 
such that for all η ƒ„ = g
n
 everywhere except for a meagre subset, ƒ = sup ƒ„ 
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in Ваіге(ЛГ) and g = sup</„ in C(X). Then for all ε > 0 the set {x G X : 
η 
9n(x) + ε < g(x) for all n] is closed and has empty interior. Hence {x G X : 
supg
n
(x) < g(x)} is meagre. Thus {x G X : g(x) ψ f(x)} is meagre. 
We see that {ƒ G Ваіге(Л") : Зд 6 C(X)[{x G Χ : g(x) φ f(x)} is meagre]} 
contains all elements of C(X) and is closed for countable suprema and infima. 
Hence it must contain all of Baire(X). Since the canonical mapping of C(X) 
into Ваіте(Х)/М(Х) is one-to-one, В&іте(Х)/М(Х) and C(X) are Riesz iso­
morphic. 
6.7. T h e o r e m . Let X be. a compact Hausdorff »pace. Then Baire(X)/S(X) 
is a Dedekind σ-completion of the Riesz space C(X). 
Proof. Define a Riesz homomorphism г : C(X) —• Baire(X)/S(A") by 
« · ( ƒ ) : = ƒ + S ( X ) (feC(X)). 
We see that г is one-to-one since S(X) С M(X). Now г is a Riesz σ-homomor-
phism since the following holds: Let / i , /г, ··· G C(X) such that ƒ„ | 0 in C(X). 
Then {x E X : f (χ) > ε] is small for each e > 0 where ƒ :— inf ƒ„ in Baire(A"). 
Hence {x G X : f(x) > 0} is small and ƒ G S(X). Since ƒ„ + 5 ( X ) ¿ ƒ + S(X) 
in Ba ire (X) /5 (X) , we get that ƒ„ + 5 ( X ) i 0 in B a i r e ( X ) / 5 ( X ) . 
Let F be a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space and φ : C(X) —• F a Riesz 
σ-homomorphism. Since the principal ideal F ^ i ) is Dedekind σ-complete and 
therefore uniformly complete, there exist a compact HausdorfF space Y and a 
Riesz isomorphism of i ^ i ) onto C(Y) which maps φ(1) on 1 G C(Y). Any 
Riesz σ-homomorphism Baire(A")/5(X) that "extends" φ actually maps into 
F^(i). Hence, we may assume that F = C(Y) and that φ : C(X) —» C(Y) is a 
Riesz а - Ь о т о т о ф Ь і в т that maps 1 G C(X) on 1 G C(Y). 
From the facts that ψ : C(X) —У C(Y) is a Riesz homomorphism and t h a t 
ψ(1) = 1, we derive that there exists a continuous τ : Y —* X such t h a t 
φί = / o r for all ƒ eC(X). 
Since ψ is a Riesz σ-homomorphism it follows that τ~ί(Α) is very small in Y 
for A very small in X and τ~1(Α) is small in Y for A small in X. 
Since C(Y) is Dedekind σ-complete, Ваіге(У)/М(У) and C(Y) are Riesz iso­
morphic. Hence, we can define ψ* : Baire(.Y) —• C(Y) by letting ψ* f be the 
unique element of C(Y) tha t coincides with for everywhere on Y except for 
a meagre subset (cf. Theorem 6.6.). 
If ƒ G S(X), then {x G X : f (χ) + 0} is small. Hence {y G Y : ƒ о r ( y ) ^ 
0} = г - 1 {x G Χ : / ( х ) ψ 0} is small and therefore meagre. Thus ψ*f = 0. 
Therefore φ* induces a Riesz homomorphism φ : Baire(Jf)/S(A") —• C(Y). 
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We show now that φ is not only a Riesz homomorphism but even a Riesz 
<7-homomorphism: Let / j , /2,... be a decreasing sequence in Baire(A") such that 
inf(/„ + S(X)) = 0. Then {x G X : inf Ux) ψ 0} is small and {y e Y : 
η η 
inf ƒ„ о т(у) ψ 0} = τ'1 {χ G Χ : inf f
n
(x) ф 0} is small and therefore meagre. 
Hence inf £(ƒ„ + S ( * ) ) = 0 in C(Y). 
η 
Now ^oi ' = φ, so y> is an extension of ψ?. If ψ : ììa.ire(X)/S(X) —• C(Y) is also 
an extension of φ, then {ƒ € Baire(X) : £(ƒ + 5(ЛГ)) = 0 ( / + 5(X))} contains 
C(X) and is closed for countable suprema and infima. Hence it contains all of 
Baire(X). Consequently φ = ф. 
We conclude that Ваіте(Х)/ S(X) is a Dedekind σ-completion of C(X). 
6.8. Corollary. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space such that C{X) is 
Dedekind σ-complete or, equivalently, X is basically disconnected (see [GJ]). 
Then M(X) = S(X). 
Proof. Baire(X)/S(X) and C(X) are Riesz isomorphic, since C(X) is Dede­
kind σ-complete. Baire(A")/M(X) and C(X) are also Riesz isomorphic. Thus 
the natural mapping B&ÌTe(X)/S(X) —> Ваіте(Х)/М(Х) is a Riesz isomor­
phism. 
6.9. Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let a G C(X)+. 
Let Y be the Stone- 6ech compactification of W :— {x G X : a(x) ψ 0}. Let 
ψ : C(Y) —+ Rx be the mapping defined by 
*ƒ<*) = { ¡ ¡ ( I ) / W ll%% (f*C(Y)). 
φ is a Riesz isomorphism ofC(Y) onto C(X)
a
 . Let (C(Y)",j) and (C(X)",i) 
be Dedekind σ-completions of C(Y) and C{X) respectively. Then the Riesz σ-
homomoT phism ψ : C(Y)" —* C(X)" that extends ψ : C(Y) —» C(X) is a Riesz 
isomorphism of C(Y)" onto the principal ideal spanned by i(a) in C{X)". 
Thus, a principal ideal in C(X) has a Riesz σ-completion which is isomorphic 
to a principal ideal in C(X)". 
Proof. For ƒ G Ваіге(У), we denote by τ f the mapping of X into R that 
equals a.f on W and vanishes elsewhere. Then φ is the restriction of r to 
C(Y). 
(i) φ maps C(Y) into C(X)
a
 since, for ƒ G C(Y), ψ/ is continuous on W and 
X\W С {x G X : α(χ) · Ц/Ц«, < ε} С {χ G -Y : |α/(χ) | < ε} for each 
e > 0. 
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(ii) ψ : C(Y) -* C(X)
a
 is one-to-one: If <pf - 0, then ƒ = 0 on W. Hence 
ƒ = 0 on У. 
(iii) ψ : C(Y) —» C(X)a is a mapping onto: If g G C(X)+, say 0 < <7 < n.a, 
then * < η on W. Let ( * ) ^ be the unique element of C(Y) t h a t extends 
\ G C(W). Then ^ ( f ) " =
 ff. 
(iv) One can now easily verify that ψ : C(Y) —• C ( A )
a
 is a Riesz isomorphism. 
(v) r maps Ваіге(У) into Baire(A) since {ƒ G Ваіге(У) : г / 6 Ваіге(Х)} 
contains C(Y) and is closed for countable suprema and infima. We show 
now that 
τ : Ваіге(У) —+ Baire(A) induces a one-to-one Riesz σ-homomorphism 
τ : B a i r e ( y ) / S ( y ) -» B a i r e ( A ) / S ( A ) . 
(vi) r maps 5 ( У ) into S(X). Η Ζ С У is very small and Baire measurable 
(i.e. \z is Baire measurable), then there exist / i , / 2 , . . . G C(Y) such t h a t 
ƒ„ I 0 and ƒ„ Ξ 1 on Z. Hence r / „ | 0 in C(X)
a
 and {1 € X : П
г
( х ) > 
e} С f]{x € A : Tfn(x) > ε} and the latter is very small in X for all 
η 
e > 0. Thus { I É X : 1Z{X) Φ 0} is small in X. 
0 0 
If Ζ С У is small and Baire measurable, then Ζ — (J Z
n
 where each Z„ is 
n = l 
0 0 
very small and Baire measurable. Now {1 G X : rlz(x) φ 0} = (J [x G 
n = l 
A" : T1Z„(X) φ 0}. Hence {x £ X : rlz(x) φ 0} is small in X. 
(vii) r is one-to-one: Suppose ƒ e Ваіге(У) + and {χ € X : τ f (χ) φ 0} is small. 
00 
{χ G A : τ f (χ) φ 0} = (J { ι G Л" : r / ( x ) > ^} and there exist 
n = l 
Z,"(i G Ν*, η G Ν*) such that {χ G A' : τ f (χ) > 1 } = ¡J Z,n with Ζ," 
ι=1 
very small. T h e fact that τ is one-to-one follows from (viii) and (ix). 
(viii) We prove that for Ζ С A very small such that Ζ С {x G Χ : Û ( I ) > ε} for 
some e > 0, Ζ is small in У. Choose / i , /2 , . . . G C ( A ) such that ƒ„ j . 0 in 
C ( A ) and ƒ„ Ξ 1 on Z. Then ƒ„ Λ f 1 0 in C ( A )
a
 and ƒ„ Λ f = 1 on Ζ 
for each n. There exist ji,J2,··· G С ( У ) such that ƒ„ Л j = r j
n
. As С ( У ) 
and C ( A ) „ are isomorphic, j
n
 J. 0 in С ( У ) . Hence Ζ is small in У, since 
j „ ^ 0 on Ζ for all n. 
(ix) Next, we show that Y\W is very small in У. We first prove t h a t 
W = {y G У : e^(y) ^ 0}, where α** is the unique element of C(Y) tha t 
extends the restriction of a to W. For each ε > 0 {χ G A : α(χ) > ε) is 
compact in W, so {y G У : a^(y) > ε} Π W is compact in У and therefore 
closed in У. Thus, 
{y G У : a^{y) = 0} = Y\W. Now У\І is very small since there exist 
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Í7i,í72,— G C(Y) such tha t gn = 1 on Y\W and g„ = 0 on {y € К : 
a " ( y ) > ì } . (Такс<,
п
 = ( 1 - п а ' ) + · ) 
(χ) Let αο be the bounded Baire function on X tha t equals a onW and equals 
1 on X\W. Suppose ƒ G Ваіге(Л"), |/1 < n.a. Then /.a^"1 € Ваіге(Л"). 
T h e set {g £ Baire(X) : 3j G Ваіге(Г)[; Ξ g on ТУ and j = 0 on У\1У]} 
contains C(X) and is closed for countable suprema and infima. Hence 
this set equals Baire(X). Let jo ε Ваіге(У) be such that j 0 = f · a^1 
on W. Then TJo = ƒ. We see that τ maps Ваіге(У) onto the principal 
ideal spanned by α in Baire(X). Hence τ maps Ва іге(У)/5(К) onto the 
principal ideal spanned by a + S(X) in Ba.ire(X)/S(X). 
(xi) We conclude that τ is a one-to-one Riesz homomorphism that maps onto 
the Riesz ideal spanned by a + S(X). Thus τ is a Riesz σ-homomorphism 
that extends φ : C{Y) -» C(X). We may assume that C(Y)" = Ваіге(У)/ 
S(Y) and C{X)" = Ba.ire(X)/S(X). Then τ = ψ follows and the theorem 
is proved. 
6.10. T h e o r e m . A uniformly complete Archimedean Riesz »pace E has a 
Dedekind a- completion. 
Proof. Let a, 6 G E+,a < b. There exists a compact Hausdorff space X such 
t h a t Еь and C(X) are Riesz isomorphic. Thus, according to Theorem 6.9, E
a 
has a Dedekind σ-completion Εζ which is Riesz isomorphic to a Riesz ideal 
in the Dedekind σ-completion Εζ of Еь- We have the following one-to-one 
Riesz σ-homomorphisms: ib
a
 : E
a
 —» Еь, i
a
 '• E
a
 —> Εζ, іь : Еь —> Εζ and 
S» : El -» Εζ. Now Sb
a
i
a
 = ibia. 
E
a
 -^ Εζ 
[Λ [si 
Еь - ^ Εζ 
Let E" : = ( (J Εζ)/ ~ where ~ is defined as follows. For χ G Εζ and 
α€Ε+ 
y G Εζ : ι ~ y whenever there exists с > a,b such that 5£x = S¿y. The 
partial orderings on each Εζ induce a partial ordering on E" which makes it a 
Riesz space. For each α G E+ the canonical injection p
a
 : Εζ —» E" maps onto 
a Riesz ideal in E" and is therefore a Riesz σ-homomorphism. 
For a, 6 G E+,a < 6 we have S
a
i
a
 — »»»J and PbS^ = p„- Upon combining 
these equalities we see that p
a
i
a
 = рьіьі
а
· Hence, we can define i : E —• E" by 
£ „ Э і н p
a
i
a
x and thus we get a one-to-one Riesz σ-homomorphism. 
We prove that E" is a Dedekind σ-completion of E. E" is Dedekind σ-complete 
since for each a G E+, p
a
 maps Εζ onto a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz ideal 
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in E". E is majorizing in E" since E
a
 is majorizing in E" for each α 6 E. 
Now let F be a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space and ψ : E —• F a Riesz 
σ-homomorphism. For each α G £ + φ
α
 : E
a
 —* F (i.e., the restriction of <¿> to 
E a) is a Riesz σ-homomorphism that can be extended t o ψ
α
 : E° —• F. For 
a, b G £ + , α < 6 we have <£bS' = φ
α
 and £>
a
i
a
 = Уо· 
We are looking for an extension ψ : E" —> F such that ψχ = ψ. Hence, 
ψΡα^α = ¥Ό must hold for all α € £ + . We see that ψ
α
 and ψρ
α
 b o t h are 
extensions of ψ
α
 and thus £>„ = ψρ
α
 for each α e E+. Therefore we have no 
other choice t h a n to define φ(ρ
α
χ) : = φ
α
χ for χ G £ * . Then £> is well-defined 
since p
a
x = pfcj/ implies that there exists с € E+,c > a,b such that S£x = Sjt/ 
and ψ
α
χ = ¡pcSax = VcS^y = <рьУ- Furthermore, ψ is a Riesz σ-homomorphism 
since for all α G E+ ψ
α
 is a Riesz σ-homomorphism. 
6.11. T h e o r e m . Let E be a uniformly complete Riesz space, (E",i) a 
Dedekind σ-completion of E, A a Riesz ideal in E and В the Riesz ideal in E" 
generated by i(A). Then (В,і\д) is a Dedekind σ-completion of A. 
Proof. It will be convenient to take E" and i : E —* E" as defined in the proof 
of Theorem 6.10. T h e mappings p„ and i
a
 (a G A+) will also be as defined 
there. Define ψ = i\A : A -> E" and for all a G A
+
 ψ
α
 = i\g : E
a
 -» E". 
Note that ψ
α
 = p
a
i
a
- Therefore, p
a
 is the unique Riesz σ-homomorphism 
ψ
α
 • El -» E" such that φ
α
ι
α
 = ψ
α
. Let A" = ( \J £ £ ) / ~ . For each 
aGA+ 
a G A+ let q
a
 : Εζ —> A" be the canonical injection and define j : A —» A" by 
E
a
 Э χ — • q
a
ia(x) (a 6 ^ + ) · Then (A",j) is a Dedekind σ-completion of A. 
There exists a Riesz σ-homomorphism φ : A" —> E" such that ψ] = ψ. Thus 
<pq
a
ia = ψα must hold for a G Л + . Hence ¡pqaia — ψία and £>ge = ψα = Pa 
(a G J4.+ ) . We see that ψ is one-to-one, because each p
a
 is so, and <p(A") = 
\J ψς
α
(Εζ) = IJ ρ
α
(Εζ) is the Riesz ideal in E" generated by i(A). Thus 
£> is an isomorphism from A" onto B. 
The following lemma enables us to get rid of the words "uniformly complete" 
in Theorem 6.10. 
6.12. L e m m a . Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and let E( be a Dedekind 
completion of E. Consider E as an order dense Riesz subspace of Es. Let F be 
a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space and ψ : E —+ F a Riesz σ-homomorphism. 
Then H : = {a G E6 : 3x„ G E3y„ G E[x
n
 f о and y„ J. a}} is a uniformly 
complete Riesz subspace of Es and ψ can be extended in a unique way to a 
Riesz σ-homomorphism φ : Η —> F. 
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Proof. H is uniformly complete: Suppose aj,<i2,... is a b-uniformly Cauchy 
sequence in H for some b in E+ (we only have to consider b-uniformly Cauchy 
sequences with b E E+ since E is majorizing in H). E6 is uniformly complete, 
so there exists a E E such that \a
n
 —a\ < e
n
 • b for a certain sequence £i,£2, ··· 
with e„ i 0. Say a„ = supa'
n l = inf α'ή, with a'nl, a'^t E £ for all n,i, and with 
α'
ηι
 Î and a'n¡ I for all гг. 
Define bi,ci E E (iE IM*) by 
b,:=(a'
u
 - ε 1 6 ) ν . . . ν ( α ' „ - ε 1 6 ) 
and 
с, :=(а , і , ,+е 1 Ь)Л...Л(а;;- + е,Ь). 
Then b¿ f and с,· j . and 6, < а < с, for all ». For η < г wc see that c¿ — 6,- < 
« j + £„b) - (a'nl - e„6) = a',1, - a'nt + 2enb. Hence inf c, - b, < inf < , - a'ni + 
1 t , n 
t»< l 
2e„b = inf a'^ - a'm + 2e„b = inf(inf аЦ, - a'ni + 2enb) = inf 2enb = 0. Thus 
ι ,η η t η 
a = sup b,- = inf c, and α Ε H. 
We show now that (,<? can be extended in a unique way to a Riesz «r-homomor-
phism φ : Η —• F. Let α Ε Η. Say а = supz
n
 — inf y
n
 with г
п
,Уп G -Б for 
all п , г
п
 Î and yn j . . We can define φ(α) := sup<¿>(xn) = inf tp(yn) since y> is a 
η " 
Riesz <7-homomorphism. 
It is easy to see that ψ is a Riesz homomorphism. Moreover, φ is a Riesz σ-
homomorphism: Suppose a„ J. 0 in H. Say a„ = inf a
nJ with an} E E, аП} ¿ for 
j 
all п. Define p„ := minmina t J . Then pn > an holds for all η and inf pn < a* 
for all A:. Hence infp
n
 = 0 in Η and in E. Since ψ(ρ
η
) 1 0, we get that 
ψ(α„) I 0. 
6.13.Theorem. Every Archimedean Riesz sva.ce has a Dedekind σ·completion. 
Proof. Let Η be the uniformly complete Archimedean Riesz space as defined 
in Lemma 6.12. Then according to Theorem 6.10 the Dedekind σ-completion 
H" of Η exists. Let j : E —> Η" bc the natural embedding and let φ : Η" —• F 
be the unique Riesz σ-homomorphism that extends ψ : Η —• F as defined in 
Lemma 6.12. Then ipj = ψ holds and φ is the unique Riesz tr-homomorphism 
such that ipj — φ. Hence (Ησ,j) is a Dedekind σ-completion of E. 
β.14. Theorem. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, and D a Riesz 
sub space of E which is such that there exists no proper subspace of E that 
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contains D and is closed for relative uniform convergence with regulators in D. 
Let (Εσ,ί) be a Dedekind σ-completion of E. Then (E",i\jj) is a Dedekind 
σ-completion of D. 
Proof. With arguments similar to the ones in the proof of Lemma 6.12, one 
can first show that every clement of £ is a countable supremum as well as 
a countable infimum of elements in D. Then, one can show that each Riesz 
σ-homomorphism ψ of D into a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space F can be 
extended in a unique way to a Riesz σ-homomorphism φ : E —» F. A kind of 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.13 completes the proof. 
6.15. T h e o r e m . Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, (Εσ,ί) a Dedekind 
σ-completion of E, A a Riesz ideal in E, and В the Riesz ideal in E" generated 
by i(A). Then (B,i\ л) is a Dedekind σ-completion of A. 
Proof. We construct uniformly complete Riesz space HA and HE with the 
properties as stated in Lemma 6.12. A6 can be viewed as a Riesz subspace of 
Es, and moreover, HA can be viewed as a Riesz subspace of HE- As Dedekind 
σ-completions of HA and HE yield also Dedekind σ-completions of A and E 
respectively, application of Theorem 6.11 completes the proof. 
7. Comparison with Quinn's Dedekind σ-com­
pletion 
7 . 1 . Before comparing the Dedekind σ-completion with the σ-Dedekind com­
pletion introduced by J. Quinn in [Q], which we will call the Dedekind σ\-
completion, and which is based on a similar characterization of the Dedekind 
completion, we will give a definition of Dedekind completion of an Archimedean 
Riesz space and then state a few characterizations of the Dedekind completion. 
In case of an Archimedean Riesz space E, the conditional completion Es will 
provide a canonical completion in the sense of 7.2. 
7.2. Def in i t ion. A pair (E,i) consisting of a Dedekind complete Riesz space 
E and an order continuous Riesz homomorphism г : E —> E is a Dedekind 
completion of an Archimedean Riesz space E if for every Dedekind complete 
Riesz space F and every order continuous Riesz homomorphism φ : E —» F 
there exists a unique order continuous Riesz homomorphism φ : E —> F such 
that ψοί = ψ. With similar arguments as given for the Dedekind σ-completion, 
one sees that , if a Dedekind completion exists, it is unique up to isomorphism, 
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i is one-to-one, and i(E) is majorizing in É. Ε6, i.e., the Dedekind complete 
Riesz space consisting of all Dedekind cuts in E, together with φ E : E —> E1 is 
a Dedekind completion of E. This is due to the fact t h a t for an order continuous 
Riesz homomorphism φ from E into a Dedekind complete Riesz space F the 
m a p φ* :E6 -> F given by φδ(Α) = sup<¿>(¿) ( = inf φ(Α*)) (A e Εδ) defines 
an order continuous Riesz homomorphism that extends ψ. 
T h e following theorem gives some characterizations of the Dedekind comple­
tion. 
7 . 3 . T h e o r e m . Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, E a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space and i : E —* E a one-to-one Riesz homomorphism. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(i) (E,i) is a Dedekind completion of E. 
(ii) i(E) is order dense and majorizing in E. 
(iii) i{E) is a normal subspace of E, and E is a minimal Dedekind complete 
space with respect to i(E), i.e., there is no proper Riesz subspace of E that 
contains i(E) and that is Dedekind complete. 
(iv) E is a minimal Dedekind complete space with respect to i(E). 
Proof, (i) ==• (ii), (i) = > (iii) and (iii) = » (iv) are obvious when we realize 
t h a t (Е*,<РЕ) is a Dedekind completion of E. 
(ii) ==>• (i), ι : E —» E is order continuous, since i(E) is order dense in E. 
Hence, there is an order continuous Riesz homomorphism i6 : Ef —* E which 
extends ». As E is order dense in Es, »'* is one-to-one. T h e facts that is is 
order continuous and i(E) is order dense and majorizing in E guarantee that 
»"* maps onto E. Hence, г is an isomorphism onto E and (E, i) is a Dedekind 
completion of E. 
(iv) = ^ · (i). A theorem due to Luxemburg, Schep [LS] and Lipecki [L] states 
t h a t a Riesz homomorphism from a majorizing Riesz subspace of an Archime­
dean Riesz space to a Dedekind complete Riesz space can be extended to a Riesz 
homomorphism defined on the whole space. (In general such an extension is 
not unique and the proofs of this theorem depend on the axiom of choice.) 
Applied t o the situation here, it follows that there is a Riesz homomorphism 
i : Es —> E which extends ι : E —> E. From the fact that E is order dense 
in Εδ, it follows that i is one-to-one and from the fact that E is minimal with 
respect t o i(E) it follows that г maps onto E. Hence, г is an isomorphism onto 
E and ( £ , t') is a Dedekind completion of E. 
The definition of Dedekind σι-completion (see J. Quinn [Q]) is based on the 
characterization of a Dedekind completion in Theorem 7.3.(iii). 
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7.4. Def in i t ion. A pair (E,i) consisting of a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz 
space E and a one-to-one Riesz homomorphism i : E —• E is called a Dedekind 
σι-completion of an Archimedean Riesz space E if: 
(i) i(E) is a normal subspace of E. 
(ii) £ is a minimal Dedekind σ-complete space with respect to i(E), i.e. there 
is no proper Riesz subspace which is Dedekind σ-complete and contains 
i(E). 
Existence and uniqueness of the Dedekind σι-completion are a result of 
the following theorem (see also J . Quinn [Q]). 
7.5. T h e o r e m . Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space and (Ε , ψ) the 
Dedekind completion of E by Dedekind cuts. Let E"1 be the intersection of 
all Riesz subspaces of Es which are Dedekind σ-complete and contain φ(Ε). 
Then the following two statements hold: 
(i) (Ε",φ) is a Dedekind σ\·completion of E. 
(ii) If (E, i) is a Dedekind σι -completion of E, then there is a Riesz isomor­
phism ii : E"1 —• E such that i = ¿ι ο ψ. 
Proof, (i). φ(Ε) is order dense in E6 and hence in every Riesz subspace of Es 
which contains <p(E). As order denseness implies normality, every Dedekind 
σ-complete subspace of E6 which contains φ(Ε) is a normal subspace of E6. 
Hence, E"1 is Dedekind σ-complcte and φ{Ε) is normal in E"1. It follows 
from the construction of E*1 that no proper subspace of E"1 can be Dedekind 
σ-complete and contain φ(Ε). Thus, (Ε"ι,φ) is a Dedekind σι-completion of 
E. 
(ii). i : E —У E is an order continuous Riesz homomorphism. We can view 
£ as an order dense subspace of its Dedekind completion E*. Hence, there is 
an order continuous Riesz homomorphism i6 : E6 —> Es such that if ο φ = i. 
As E is order dense in E6, i6 is one-to-one. Since (is)~i(E) is a Dedekind σ-
complete subspace of Ε , E"1 is contained in A. As ¿* is one-to-one, is(E°l ) is a 
Dedekind σ-complete subspace of E, which contains i(E). Hence, i6(E"1) = E 
and ¿! :— i \βσ\ is an isomorphism onto E such that i\ οψ = г. 
The connection between the Dedekind σ-completion and the Dedekind σι-
completion is elaborated in the following theorem. 
7.6. T h e o r e m . Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space with Dedekind σ-
completion (E",i). Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) i(E) is order dense in E". 
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(ii) i(E) is normal in E". 
(iii) (E", :') is a Dedekind σι-completion of E. 
(iv) If F is a Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space and φ : E —» F is a one-to-
one Riesz σ-homomorphism, then the extending Riesz σ-homomorphism 
φ : E" —У F is also one-to-one. 
Proof, (i) ==> (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) ==• (iii). As i(E) is normal in Ε", i(E) is also normal in every Riesz 
subspace of E" which contains i(E). With an argument similar to the one 
given in 6.2(v), one sees that there is no proper normal subspace of E" tha t 
contains i(E). Therefore, E" is a minimal Dedekind σ-complete space with 
respect t o i(E). Hence, (Εσ,ί) is a Dedekind σι-completion of E. 
(iii) = > · (i) follows directly from Theorem 7.5(i). 
(i) = > · (iv) is obvious. 
(iv) = ^ · (i). Apply (iv) to the one-to-one Riesz σ-homomorphism ψΕ • E —» E . 
Then the extension φε '• E" —> E6 is one-to-one. Thus E" can be considered as 
a Dedekind σ-complete subspace of E which contains φε{Ε). Hence, <pg(E) 
is order dense in E". 
7.7. T h e o r e m . If X is a compact Hausdorff space and E = C(X), then each 
of the statements (i)-(iv) in the previous theorem is equivalent to: 
(v) The Riesz σ-ideals S(X) and M(X) in Baire(X) coincide. (In other words, 
every meagre Baire set is small.) 
Proof, (v) = > (iii). Let Borel(X) be the Riesz space consisting of all real-
valued bounded Borei measurable functions on X and N(X) the Riesz ideal 
in Borel(JQ consisting of these functions that vanish except for a meagre sub­
set of X. Together with the natural embedding of C(X) in Βοτβ\(Χ)/Ν(Χ), 
the latter space turns out to be a Dedekind completion of C(X) (cf. [JR]). 
It is obvious that M(X) = N(X) Π Baire(-Y). Hence , according to Theorem 
7.5, Ваіге(Х)/М(Л') is a Dedekind σι-completion of C(X). But it is also a 
Dedekind σ-completion of C(X). This proves (iii). 
(iv) = > (v). Follows directly by applying (iv) to F = Валте(Х)/М(Х) and 
φ : E -+ F defined by ψ{ί) : = f+M(X). Then φ : Ba.he(X)/S(X) -> 
Ваіге(Л')/М(Л') is defined by £ ( / + S ( A ' ) ) : = f+M(X). As φ is onto and, 
according to (iv), also one-to-one it is an isomorphism from Baire(X)/S(X) 
onto Ваіге(ЛГ)/М(Л'). Hence S(X) = M{X). 
7.8 . We will now give an example of a compact Hausdorff space X in which the 
notions of small and meagre do not coincide, even for Baire measurable subsets 
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of X. Combining this with the previous theorem we see that the Dedekind 
(T-completion and the Dedekind σι-completion of the Riesz space C(X) are not 
Riesz isomorphic in a natural way. 
Let u>i be the first uncountable ordinal number and let Ω* = {a : α is an ordi­
nal, a < u>i}. Together with the interval topology Ω* is a compact Hausdorff 
space. 
Define 5 : = {(i,u) G [0,1] χ Ω* : и = ω
λ
 or t G Q} and let E be the set of all 
bounded realvalued functions ƒ on S such that t ь-> /(¿,α>ι) is continuous and 
u ι-» f(t,u) is continuous for every t G Q Π [0,1]. E separates the points of 5 
and therefore it induces a completely regular topology on S. Let X be S&, i.e., 
the Stone-Cech compactification of S. 
β : S —> S? is a homeomorphism onto a dense subset of S&. Every bounded 
continuous realvalued function ƒ on S has a unique continuous extension f& : 
S ^ - » R such that ƒ = f? ο β. 
ψ : t »-» ß(t,u>i ) is a homeomorphism of [0,1] into X. 
ψ ι : « Η ß(t,u) is a homeomorphism of Ω* into X (t G [0,1] Π Q). 
К u G Ω* is an isolated point in Ω*, then for all t G [0,1] Π Q (t,u) is an 
isolated point in S and hence, ß(t,u) is an isolated point in X. 
Let g : S —• R be defined by g(t,u) = t. Since g G E, g is continuous. Hence, 
there exists g? G C(X) such that д& ο β = g. 
Define A — {x G X : g^(x) 0 Q}· Л is a Baire measurable subset of Л". As 
Л has empty intersection with {ß(t,u) : t G Q Π [0,1], и isolated in Ω*}, the 
latter being an open and dense subset of .Y, it follows that A is meagre. 
We claim that A is not small. Since very small subsets of X are exactly those 
subsets which are contained in a closed Ge with empty interior, we are done if 
we show that A is not contained in a countable union of closed Baire sets with 
empty interior. 
oo 
Suppose that Л С [J K
n
 with each K
n
 being a closed Baire set. We 
n = l 
will show that some K
n
 has nonempty interior. As φ : [0,1] —• X, ip(t) = 
oo 
β(ί,ω
Α
), is continuous, it follows that [0,1]\Q = φ~1(Α) С U V _ 1 ( A ' n ) · Each 
n = l 
φ~
ι(Κ
η
) is closed in [0,1]. Since [0,1]\Q is not meagre, there exists N G N 
such that ip~l(Kw) has nonempty interior in [0,1]. Hence, there arc N G N 
and t0 G Q Π [0,1] such that /ϊ(*ο,«ι) € KN-
Now consider the continuous map фь
а
 '• Ω* —» X, ipt0(u) = /?(¿o,u)· ^ s each 
continuous function on Ω* is constant on a tail in Ω ' , each Baire set in Ω* 
which contains u>i also contains a tail of Ω* and thus isolated points. ^>|" (A*^/) 
is a Baire set in Ω* which contains u>\. Hence, ф~^(Кн) contains an isolated 
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point ug ε Ω*. As a consequence /?(<o,uo) is an isolated point in X and Κ Ν 
has nonempty interior. 
In the rest of this section, we will show with the help of Theorem 7.6 that for 
certain classes of Archimedean Riesz spaces the Dedekind er-completion and 
Dedekind σι-completion do coincide. 
7.9. Def in i t ion. An clement e > 0 of an Archimedean Riesz space E is 
called a weak unit of E if the principal band generated by e is E itself (or 
equivalently: for every ƒ Ç. E+, f = s u p { / Ane : η 6 Ν}). 
7.10. Def in i t ion. An Archimedean Riesz space E is called slender if it 
contains a countable Q-linear sublattice A, i.e., A is a subset of E that is both 
a sublattice and a Q-vector space, such that E is the Л-closure of A. (Here, 
closed means closed with respect to the A-topology in E, i.e., closed for relative 
uniform convergence with regulators in A.) 
This definition is due to Buskes and Van Rooij in [BR2]. T h e authors show, 
without using the Axiom of Choice, that in slender spaces the collection of 
Riesz homomorphisms into R separates the points. In Theorem 2.4 they prove 
that a slender Riesz space E with a weak unit e admits a representation (Ω,~), 
consisting of a Hausdorff space Ω and a one-to-one Riesz homomorphism ~ : 
E —» (7(Ω) such that e — l$j, Ω is metrizable, and E = {χ : χ € E) is an order 
dense subspace of C(Sl). These results enable us to show that a slender Riesz 
space with a weak unit is mapped onto an order dense subspace of its Dedekind 
σ-completion. In order to prove this, we also need the following lemma. 
7.11. L e m m a . LetX be a separable metric space. Then the notions of meagre 
and small coincide in Χβ, i.e., the Stone-Cech compactification of X. 
Proof. Suppose Л is a closed subset of X13 with empty interior in Χβ. We 
may view X as a dense subset of Χβ. Α Π X is closed in X and has empty 
interior relative to X: Suppose U is open in Χβ and U П X С ΑΠ X. Then 
U С ТГгГХ, as X is dense in Χβ. Hence, U С Ζ Π τ Τ С A = A and U = φ. 
X is metrizable, so we can choose g £ C(X), 0 < g < 1 and such that j = l 
on Α Π X and g < 1 on Χ\Λ. Let g& be the unique continuous extension of 
g in C(Xß). ff" J. 0 in C(X), since X\A is dense in X. Therefore (gß)n [ 0 
in C(Xß). Thus, {x e Xß : gß(x) = 1} is very small in Xß. In order to 
prove tha t A is a small subset of Xß, it is sufficient to show that A\{x G Xß : 
g*(χ) = 1} is small in Χβ. Put A
n
 = A\{x £ Χβ : g*{χ) > 1 - ¿ } . Then 
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A\{x G Xß : gß(x) = 1} = (J ¿η a n < * e a c n ¿η *s dosed in Xß and a subset 
n = l 
of Xß\X. Such subsets of Xß are very small in Xß, as can be seen as follows. 
Suppose В is a subset of Χß\X which is closed in X?. Since X is separable one 
can find a countable subset {ΐχ, X2,...} of X which is dense in X. Now choose 
a decreasing sequence /ь/г , · - · in C(Xß)+ such that for each η f„(x„) = 0 
and ƒ„ = 1 on B. Then inf ƒ„ = 0 as { i i , i2, • · •} is dense in Χβ. Thus В is 
η 
very small. 
7.12. Theorem. Let X be a separable metric space. Then BC(X), i.e., the 
Riesz space consisting of all bounded continuous realvalued functions on X, 
maps onto an order dense subset of its Dedekind σ-completion. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 7.7 and Lemma 7.11. 
7.13. T h e o r e m . Let E be a slender Riesz space with a weak unit e. Let 
(E",i) be a Dedekind σ-completion of E. Then i(E) is order dense in E". 
(Hence, the Dedekind «^-completion and the Dedekind σι-completion are Riesz 
isomorphic in a natural way.) 
Proof. Let Ω be the set consisting of all Riesz homomorphisms ω : E —» R 
such that ш(е) = 1 equipped with the weakest topology that makes every 
χ : Ω —» R defined by x(w) = ω ( ι ) continuous (x 6 E). According to Theorem 
2.4 in [BR2], Ω is a metric space and ~ : E —• C(íl) is a one-to-one Riesz 
homomorphism onto an order dense subset E of C(Sl). Let Λ be a countable 
Q-linear sublatticc of E such that E is the Α-closure of A. Then one can choose 
a countable subset Ωχ of Ω which separates the points of A. We show that Ω] 
also separates the points of E. 
Suppose ß is a Q-linear sublattice of E such that Ωι separates the points 
of B. Suppose b £ £ is a relative uniform limit of a sequence in B, say 
|6„—b| < -.y with y, i>i, 62, -. - G В. Suppose that u>(6) = 0 for all ω € Ωρ 
Then ω(|&„|) < w(¿.y) for all ω G Ω^ Hence, |òn | < ì .y and |6| < l .y. Thus, 
6 = 0. 
The reasoning above together with a transfinite induction argument shows that 
Ωι separates the points of E. 
Define χ : Ωι —» R by χ(ω) := ω(χ) (χ G Ε). (Ωι,~) is also a representation of 
Ε, Ωι is metrizable and E = {χ : χ G E) is order dense in (7(Ωι), even more, 
every function in C(ili) is countable supremum and infimum of elements in E. 
The latter is a result of the facts that Ωι is countable and that every function 
in 0*(Ω) is pointwise supremum of elements of E. (A proof of this can be found 
by reading the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [BR2].) 
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As every Riesz σ-homomorphism φ oí È into a Dcdekind σ-complete space 
F has a unique extension ψ : C(Çl\) —* F ( the proof goes along the same 
lines as that of Lemma 6.12), the Dedekind σ-completions of C(Çl\) and E 
coincide. From Theorem 6.15 it follows that the Dedekind σ-completion of an 
ideal in an Archimedean Riesz space is isomorphic to an ideal in de Dedekind σ-
completion of the whole space. Hence, Baire(Oj ) /S(f ì j ), which is a Dedekind 
σ-completion of BC(ili), is also a Dedekind σ-completion of E
e> the principal 
ideal in E generated by t h e weak unit e. By applying Lemma 7.11 to X — Çï\ we 
see that Ee is mapped onto an order dense part of its Dedekind σ-completion. 
By remarking that e is mapped onto a weak unit of the Dedekind σ-completion 
of E we have proved the theorem. 
Déf in i t ions . (Cf. [AB].) 
(i) A Riesz subspace E\ of a Riesz space E is super order dense in E if for 
every e e E+, there exists a sequence ( е
п
) „
е
м in E{~ with s u p e
n
 = e. 
η 
(ii) A Riesz space E is called almost Dedekind σ- complete if there exists a 
Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space F such that E is Riesz isomorphic to a 
super order dense subspace of F. 
7.15. T h e o r e m . An almost Dedekind σ-complete Riesz space maps onto a 
(super) order dense subspace of its Dedekind σ-completion. 
Proof. Let E be almost Dedekind σ-complete, let F be a Dedekind σ-complete 
Riesz space and φ : E —» F a Riesz isomorphism onto a super order dense 
subspace of F. We may assume that φ(Ε) is majorizing in F by, if necessary, 
replacing F by the Riesz ideal in F generated by ψ(Ε). Consider £ as an order 
dense subspace of Η := {a E E : Зх
п
 6 E 3y
n
 £ E[x
n
 f a and y
n
 [ a]} 
(cf. Lemma 6.12). According to this Lemma, φ can be extended uniquely to 
a Riesz σ-homomorphism φ : Η —> F. From the order denseness of E in Η, it 
follows that φ is one-to-one. Since φ(Ε) is super order dense and majorizing in 
F, φ maps Η onto F. Therefore, Η and F are isomorphic, and H is Dedekind 
σ-complete. Application of Lemma 6.12 once more shows that H together with 
the inclusion m a p of E into H is a Dedekind σ-completion of E. 
7.16. R e m a r k . A closer look at the proof of the previous theorem leads to a 
characterization of almost Dedekind σ-complete spaces in terms of elements of 
the space itself: 
A Riesz space E is almost Dedekind σ-complete if and only if for every decreas­
ing sequence Xi,i2> · · · m E+, there exists an increasing sequence t/i, y 2 , . . . in 
E such t h a t inf i „ — y„ = 0. 
η 
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7.17. T h e o r e m . A slender Riesz space is almost Dedekind σ-complete. 
Proof. Let E be a slender space, and let Л be a countable Q-linear sublattice 
of E such that E is the Α-closure of A. With an induction argument, one can 
show that every element in £ is a countable supremum as well as a countable 
infimum of elements in A. (Use: |òn—6| < 2~^n+2^-y implies that b„—2~"y f 6 
and 6 n + 2 - n • у I b.) Hence, each lower bound of a decreasing sequence in E+ is 
a countable supremum of elements in A. As A is countable, E has the property 
stated in 7.16. Thus E is almost Dedekind σ-complete. 
Combining the Theorems 7.15 and 7.17, we get the following generalization of 
Theorem 7.12. 
7.18. C o r o l l a r y . A slender Riesz space maps onto an order dense subset of 
its Dedekind σ-completion. 
After reading the last theorems of this section, one perhaps wonders whether 
there exists an Archimedean Riesz space which maps onto an order dense 
subspace of its Dedekind σ-completion but which is not almost Dedekind σ-
complete (i.e., which does not m a p onto a super order dense subspace of its 
Dedekind σ-complction). The answer to this question is affirmative as the 
following example shows. 
7.19. E x a m p l e . Let X be an uncountable set equipped with the discrete 
topology, and let X* : = X U {oo} be the one-point compactification of X. 
C(X") is Riesz isomorphic to the space E consisting of all realvalued functions 
f on X for which there exists a real constant с such that for each ε > 0 the 
subset {x G X : \f(x)—c\ > ε) is finite. From 7.16 it follows t h a t E is not 
almost Dedekind σ-complete. The only meagre subsets of X* are φ and {oo}. 
As {oo} is not Baire measurable in X* we obtain that the Riesz ideals M(X*) 
and S(X') in Baire(X*) coincide; in fact, M{X*) = S(Xm) = {0}. Therefore, 
according t o Theorem 7.7, C(X*) is an order dense subspace of Baire(Jf*), 
which is a Dedekind σ-completion of C(X*). B a i r e ( X ' ) is Riesz isomorphic 
t o the space К consisting of all bounded realvalued functions on X which are 
constant except for a countable subset of _Y. 
It is also possible to prove straightforwardly that К is a Dedekind σ-completion 
of E by showing that any Riesz σ-homomorphism ψ of E into a Dedekind in­
complete space F can be extended to a Riesz σ-homomorphism of К into 
F. One then has to show that for α 6 R and for bounded nonnegative real 
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sequences &i, ¿2, . . . an<^ ci » C2T · · • the formula 
η η 
£(α.1χ +supУ"Чі{*.} - s u p V c , l ( S i ) ) = 
n
 ,=i n . = 1 
η η 
a.¥>(lx) + supVb,v( l(z . })-supy 'c, .^( l ( y i ) ) 
n
 .=i " .=1 
defines a Riesz σ-hoinomorphism of К into F. A direct proof of this, however, 
turns out to be more complicated. 
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III. COMPLETIONS AND DIRECT 
LIMITS 
In this chapter we use representation theory and uniform, universal, Riesz, 
and Dedekind completion in order to prove existence or non-existence of direct 
limits in certain categories in Riesz space theory. 
8. Representation of directed systems 
8.1. Definitions. Let С be a category and I a directed set. 
A directed system (A,,<p}i)ii}£[ is a pair consisting of an object map i t—» A, 
assigning to each г £ ƒ an object A, in C, and a morphism map (i,j) ·—» ψ)% 
assigning to each pair (г, j) € Ι χ I, i < j a morphism φ}ι : A, —» A} in С such 
that for all i,j,k € I, i < j < k: tfkjfjt = V'iti, and for all t £ ƒ: φ„ is the 
identity morphism on A,. 
A direct limit of a directed system (Α,,φ}1),ι}^; is a pair (A, v?,),e/ consisting 
of an object Л in С and a morphism map г ι-» ψ, assigning to each t G / a 
morphism φ, : A, —• A such that: 
(i) for all i,j € I, i < j : φ, = φ,φ,,, 
(ii) for every object С in C, and every morphism map t *-* A, assigning to each 
i £ J a morphism A, : A, —» С with A, = λ}φ}, (i,j E I, i < j), there is a 
unique morphism A : A —» С with A,- = Xip, (i £ I). 
Note that a direct limit, if it exists, is unique up to isomorphism. We will often 
write "family of morphisms" instead of "morphism map". In the rest of this 
chapter I will be a directed set. 
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h 
Suppose S is a full subcategory of С, i.e., a category consisting of a subclass of 
objects in С and all morphisms in С between these objects. An S-completion of 
an object Л in С is a pair (Α, φ) consisting of an object A in 5 and a morphism 
φ : A —» A in С such that for every object В in S and every morphism 
A : A —* B, there is a unique morphism λ : A —» В in S with A = Хф. 
If it exists, an 5-completion of an object in С is unique up to isomorphism. 
Λ Φ ~A 
vA 
в 
8.2. T h e o r e m . Let С be a category, and S a full subcategory ofC. Suppose 
for all objects in С there exists an S-completion. Let (A,,ip},)tJ£i be a directed 
system in С for which a dtrect limit (Α,φ,),ς/ exists. Let (Α,φ) and (Α,,φ,) 
be S -completions of A and A, (i 6 I) respectively. Let φ, : A, —» A and 
ipj, : A, —• Aj be the uniquely determined morphisms in S such that φψί = ψ%φί 
and φψ]ΐ = ψ},Φ> (i>i 6 /, ι' < j)· Then (Α,φ,),^] is a direct limit of the 
directed system (A,,!p}l),i}çj in the category S. 
Proof . Let В be an object in 5 , and (A, : A, —* B),^j a family of morphisms 
in S with A¿ = \}ψ]ΐ (i,j € / , i < j). Then (Х,ф, : A, —• B),^¡ is a family of 
morphisms in С for which a unique morphism X : A —* В exists in С such that 
for all » 6 I: Х,фі — Xipi- Let A : A —* В be the unique morphism in S with 
A = Хф. Then Χ,φ, = Χψ
ι
 = Χφψι = ΧψιΦι, and thus, A, = A£>, for all г 6 I. 
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If A* : A —» В is a morphism in S such that Л, = \*φ, (i G I), then \*φψί = 
\*φ,ψ, = λ,^Ί = A<¿>j for all г G -Г. Hence, А*^ = A and therefore A* = A. 
Thus, (A, £>,)ie/ is a direct limit of (А,£>
л
) ,^
е
/ . D 
This theorem also follows from a more abstract theorem in category theory, as 
dr. F.J. Keune pointed out to me. In fact, it is the dual s tatement of Theorem 
V.5.1 in Saunders Mac Lane's [M]: any functor which has a right adjoint, i.e., 
which is a left adjoint, preserves all colimits, i.e., direct limits. 
In our case, we need a left adjoint functor Τ defined on the subcategory С of С 
determined by {φ}, : A, —* A} : i,j G I,г < j} and {φ, : A, —» A : i G /} which 
maps ψ]χ and φ, onto φ3, and ψ, respectively. The matching right adjoint 
functor is the inclusion functor G : F(C') —» C'. 
8.3. Since our main interest in this chapter lies in categories related t o Riesz 
spaces theory, we fix the following notation. 
71 is the category of Riesz spaces and Riesz homomorphisms. 
Λ is the category of Archimedean Riesz spaces and Riesz homomorphisms. 
Λ' is the category of integrally closed spaces and Riesz* homomorphisms. 
О is the category of Archimedean Riesz spaces and order continuous Riesz 
homomorphisms. 
O' is the category of integrally closed vector spaces and complete Riesz homo­
morphisms. 
T> is the category of Dedekind complete spaces and order continuous Riesz 
homomorphisms. 
8.4. T h e o r e m . In the category TL each directed system has a direct limit. 
Proof. Let ( Л , , ^ , ) , ^ е / be a directed system in the category of Riesz spaces 
and Riesz homomorphisms. Let (Α,φ,),ζΐ be a direct limit in the category of 
vector spaces and linear maps. Then A can be equipped with a partial ordering 
defined by: 
¥>·(*) < ;(У) <=> 3fc > t, j[vt,(a:) < Vtj(y)]· 
Together with this ordering A becomes a Riesz space: if k>r,j, then sup{y>,(a:), 
<¿>;(y)} = y>jt(y>t,(x) V <fkj(y))· Thus, all φ, : A, —> A become Riesz ho­
momorphisms. If С is a Riesz space and (A, : A, —• C),ÇJ is a family of 
Riesz homomorphisms such that \jipj, = A, for all i,j £ I, i < j , then the 
unique linear map A : A —» С with Χφ, = A, is a Riesz homomorphism: if 
к > i,j, thenA(v?,(x)Vv?j(y)) = Xfk(<Pk,(x)V<¿>k](y)) = Ьк(<Рк,(х) ч>к](у)) = 
Ajfc<¿>fc,(x) V \
к
ч>к}(у) = fykV>ki(x) V \<pk<Pkj(y) = \(φ,(χ)) V Х(<р}(у)). 
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8.5 . T h e o r e m . Each directed system in the category A has a direct limit. 
Proof . Let (E,,tpj,),t}£i be a directed system in A. According to Theorem 
8.4, there exists a direct limit (E,ip,)tc¡ of this system in the category TZ. Let 
К be the infinitesimal kernel of E, i.e., the intersection of all Riesz ideals L in E 
such t h a t E/L is Archimedean (cf. [BR3]). Then E/K is also Archimedean(i). 
Let q : E —• E/K be the quotient m a p . One easily obtains that (E/K,q<p,),£¡ 
is a direct limit of ( . E , , ^ , ) , ^ / in A. 
8.Θ. Def in i t ion. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. A uniform completion 
of £ is a pair (E, i) consisting of a uniformly complete Riesz space E and a 
Riesz homomorphism i : E —* E such that for every uniformly complete Riesz 
space F and every Riesz homomorphism φ : E —* F, there is a unique Riesz 
homomorphism ψ : E —> F with ψ = φι. 
A uniform completion is unique up to isomorphism. The existence can be 
shown as follows. Let E6 be the Dedekind complete Riesz space consisting of 
all Dedekind cuts in E, let ф : E -• Es be defined by ф(а) = {а}1. ф(Е) is a 
majorizing subset of Es, so we can consider the intersection E of all uniformly 
closed Riesz subspaces of E6 which contain φ(Ε), i.e., the uniformly closed 
Riesz subspace generated by φ(Ε). As E is Dedekind complete, and hence 
uniformly complete, E is also uniformly complete. For every Riesz homomor­
phism ψ from E into a uniformly complete Riesz space F there is a uniquely 
determined Riesz homomorphism "ψ : E —• F with φφ = φ. Hence, (Ε, ф) 
is a uniform completion of E. As φ(Ε) is order dense in E, we see that ψ is 
order continuous if φ is order continuous, and ψ is one-to-one if φ is one-to-one. 
Thus, it follows that {ίρ(Ε),φ) is also a uniform completion of E in case φ is 
one-to-one. φ(Ε) is the uniformly closed Riesz subspace generated by ψ(Ε) in 
the ideal of F generated by ψ(Ε). 
Luxemburg and Zaanen prove the following in [LZ] Theorem 59.3. 
8.7. T h e o r e m . The image of a Riesz homomorphism from a uniformly com­
plete Riesz space into an Archimedean Riesz space is a Riesz subspace of the 
latter which is uniformly complete in its own right. 
8.8. Corollary. (Tietze) Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let Y be a 
closed subset of X. Let π : C(X) —» C(Y) be the Riesz homomorphism defined 
by π ( / ) = /\γ· Then π is onto. 
Proof. As n(C(X)) separates the points of Y, 7r(C(X)) is, according t o the 
Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, norm dense in C(Y). Since the latter is uniformly 
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complete, hence, norm complete, application of Theorem 8.7 gives the desired 
result. 
8.9. Corollary. Let E and F be Archimedean Riesz spaces, and φ a Riesz 
homomorphism from E onto F. Let(E,ipi) and(F,ip2) be uniform completions 
of E and F respectively. Let φ : E —• F be the unique Riesz homomorphism 
such that Φ2Ψ = φΨι- Then φ maps onto F. 
Proof. As <p(E) is a majorizing subspace of F, it follows from Theorem 8.7 
that ψ{Ε) is uniformly closed in F. The fact that φ(Ε) contains fa^F) now 
yields: φ(Ε) = F. 
One of the most important theorems in Riesz space theory is the following 
representation theorem. 
8.10. T h e o r e m . (Yosida, Kakutani, Nakano.) 
Let E be a unitary Archimedean Riesz space with unit и G E+. Then there 
exist a compact Hausdorff space X and a Riesz isomorphism j from E onto a 
Riesz subspace of C(X) such that: 
(i) j(u) = 1 χ . 
(ii) j(E) is norm dense in C(X). 
A proof of this theorem can be found in many books about Riesz space theory, 
for instance [JR] and [LZ]. 
We will give a brief outline of a proof omitting all technical details. Let X = 
{ψ : φ is a Riesz homomorphism from E to R, <¿>(u) = 1}· Define j : E —* Rx 
by e Η (y Η f(e)) (φ € X,e £ E). Equipped with the weak* topology, i.e., 
the weakest topology which makes all j(e) (e G E) continuous, X becomes a 
compact Hausdorff space. Using Zorn's Lemma or the Ultrafilter Theorem, one 
can show that the Riesz homomorphisms in X separate the points of E, and 
thus prove that j is one-to-one. Application of the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 
now yields the norm denseness of j(E) in C(X). 
Note that j(E) = C(X) if E is uniformly complete. In any case, (C(X),j) is 
a uniform completion of E. Hence, j(E) is order dense in C(X). 
Suppose (Y,ji) is a pair which also satisfies the conditions in the theorem. 
Then C(X) and C(Y) are Riesz isomorphic, since both spaces are uniform 
completions of E. Hence, X and Y are homomorphic, according to Corollary 
12.4 in [JR]. In this sense, we may speak about the Kakutani representation 
(X,j) of a space E. 
De Jonge and Van Rooij prove the following theorem (Theorem 12.9 in [JR])· 
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8.11· Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausiorff space. Let A be the Boolean 
algebra of all regular open subsets of X and let B[C(X)] be the Boolean algebra 
of all bands of C(X). Then U ·-» {g e C(X) : g = 0 on X\Ü) defines a 
bijection A —* B[C(X)) which is a lattice isomorphism. 
The previous theorem enables us to prove the following. 
8.12. Theorem. Let E and F be unitary uniformly complete Archimedean 
Riesz spaces, and φ : E —* F a Riesz homomorphism which maps onto F. Let 
X be a compact Hausdorff space, and φχ : E —» C(X) a Riesz isomorphism. 
Then there is a unique closed subset Y of X, and a unique Riesz isomorphism 
V>2 : F -» C(Y) such that φ2φ = πγφλ where πγ : C{X) -* C(Y) is the 
restriction map. Moreover, Y is a regular closed subset of X if and only if ψ 
is order continuous. 
E - ^ F |*. J * , 
C(X) - ^ C(Y) 
Proof. Let {Ζ,φ) be a Kakutani representation of F such that ф(уф
г
~ (1χ)) 
= \z- Then, according to Theorem 12.3 in [JR], there is a unique continuous 
map τ : Ζ —• X such that for all ƒ € C(X): Φφφχλ{ί) = f от. As у? is onto, r 
is one-to-one. Put Y = r(Z). The restriction To is a homeomorphism from Ζ 
onto У. Define φ2 : F -* C(Y) by φ2(α) = φ>(α)τ^1. Now, φ2ψφχ~ι = ту, and 
according to Tietze's Theorem (8.8), πγ is onto. Hence, φ2 is an isomorphism. 
The uniqueness of У is a consequence of the fact that Кег(р Г ) = if ^ 
C(X) : ƒ = 0 on Y). 
Suppose ψ is order continuous. Then, according to Theorem 8.11, there is a 
unique regular open subset U of X such that K e r ^ V f 1 ) - {ƒ ε C(X) : ƒ = 
0 on X\U} = {ƒ € C(X) : ƒ = 0 on X\U}. From the uniqueness of Y it 
follows that Y = X\U. Hence, Y is regular closed in X. 
Suppose У is a regular closed subset of X. Then, according to Theorem 
β.Π,ΚβΓ^νΊ
1) = {ƒ £ C(X) : ƒ Ξ 0 on Y} is a band in X. Hence, Ker 
ψ is a band in E. It is shown in [LZ] (Theorem 18.13) that a Riesz homomor­
phism from a Riesz space onto another Riesz space which has a band as kernel 
is order continuous. Thus, φ is order continuous. 
8.13. Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Let X\,X2 be closed 
subsets of X such that X\ С X2- Then the following two statements hold: 
(i) If X2 M regular closed in X, then X2 is regular closed m X¡, 
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(ii) If X2 is regular closed in X\ and X\ is regular closed in X, then X2 is 
regular closed in X. 
Proof, (i) As intx(X 2 ) С intx^A^), we get X2 = clox(intx(A2)) С 
clox(intx,(X2)) = c l o x ^ i n t x ^ ^ ) ) С X2. Hence, X2 = clox^intx^A^)). 
(ii) Let X\ and X2 be regular closed in X and X\ respectively. Then there are 
U and W open in X such that Χχ — clox([/) and X2 = clox^WHXi). Hence, 
X2 = c lox^iynXj) = c l o x ( ^ n X i ) = ck>x(Wnclox(U)) = с1ох(И^ПІ7).ТЬе 
inclusion W Π clox(Ef) С с1ох(Ж Π U) can be shown as follows. Suppose 
χ G W Π clox(î7) and О С X is open and contains x. Then χ £ 0(~\W and 
(Ο Π W) Π U φ φ. Hence, Ο intersects W Π U. Therefore, χ € clox(W П U).\3 
Note that (ii) also follows from Theorem 8.12. The restriction maps щ : 
C(X) —• C(X\) and π 2 : C'(Xi) —* C(X2) are order continuous, since X\ 
and -Y2 are regular closed in X and X\ respectively. Hence, π^ = π2πι : 
C(X) —• C(X2) is order continuous and X2 is regular closed in X. 
The following theorem will serve as a base for the construction of direct limits 
in Ö. 
8.14. Theorem. Let I be a directed set with smallest element ¿0· Let 
(E^ipj,), ¿g/ be a directed system in the category Ö. Assume that Ela is uni-
tary and uniformly complete, and every ipJt is onto. Let (Χ, φ) be a Kakutani 
representation of E,0. Then for each t í ƒ there are a unique regular closed 
subset X, of X and a unique Ries ζ isomorphism φ, : E, —> C(X,) such that: 
(i) X,0 = Χ, φ,0 = φ, 
(ii) for all i,j e I, i < j : ж},ф, — φ}φ3ί where π,, : C(X,) —> C(X}) is the 
restriction map 
E, 2U E, 
[*. ¡Φ, 
C(X,) ^ C{X,) 
Proof. For each i G J, application of Theorem 8.12 to φ„
α
 : E,0 —» E, 
supplies a unique regular closed subset Х
г
 of X and a unique Riesz isomorphism 
ф, : E, —• C(X,) such that φ,φ„
α
 = π„0φ. According to Theorem 8.12, 
π},φ, = φ ¡ψ j , for all t , j Ε /, 1 < J, where π}, : C(Xt) —> C(X}) is the 
restriction map. 
9. Construction of direct limits 
In this section we will use Theorem 8.2 for the construction of direct limits. 
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9.1 Theorem. Let G be an integrally closed d.p.o. vector space, H a d.p.o. 
vector apace, and A : G —» H a complete Rtesz homomorphism. Then the 
inclusion map from A(G) to H is a complete Riesz homomorphism (cf. the 
note after Theorem 2.9). 
Proof. Let X be a subset of A(G) such that A(C)- inf X = 0. We show that 
Н-ЫХ = 0. Define Y = {g e G+ : Зх € X[?{g) > χ]}. Let ƒ € G be a lower 
bound of Y. Then <p(f) < 0. Therefore, Y - ƒ С Y, and for all τι e Ν: nf ¡s 
a lower bound of Y. As Y is nonempty and G is Archimedean, it follows that 
ƒ < 0. Hence, inf Y = 0 and Я-inf X = ff-inf A(A-1(X)) = Я-inf X(Y) = 0. 
Θ.2. Theorem. Let (E,,ipj,)tiJ£¡ be a directed system indexed by a directed set 
I with smallest element io in the category O. Assume that E,a is unitary and 
uniformly complete, and every φ}χ is onto. Then a direct limit of this system 
exists in this category. 
Proof. Theorem 8.14 provides an isomorphic system (С(Х,),п31) .. Define 
Xoo = clox(intx( fi X,)) where X = X,0. Define for all i € / π, : С {Χ,) —* 
C(Xoo) by 7г,(/) = f\x - We will show that (0(Χ
σο
),π,ψ,)
ι
€
Ι
 is a direct 
limit (Εί,φ,),
ι}£[ in the category O. 
From Theorem 8.12, it follows that all π, are order continuous, and from Corol­
lary 8.8, it follows that all π, are onto. 
Let F be an Archimedean Riesz space and (A, : E
x
 —* F),£¡ a family of order 
continuous Riesz homomorphms such that for all i,j Ç. I, i < j : Xjifji = A,. 
We distinguish two cases. 
(i) A,0 is onto. Then, according to Theorem 8.14, there is a unique regular 
closed subset ΛΆ of X and a Riesz isomorphism ψ\ : F —> C(X\) such that 
φχΧ, = ir*^>, where π* : C(X,) —» C(X\) is the restriction map 
E. 
\Φ. 
Φχ 
C(X,) -± C(XX) 
As Χχ С Λ » , the restriction map π ^ : C(X00) —> C(X\) is, according to 
Theorem 8.13(i) and Theorem 8.12, the unique order continuous Riesz homo­
morphism such that for all ι € / : π* = π ^ π , . Hence ф^п^ : C(Xoo) —* F 
is the unique order continuous Riesz homomorphism such that for all t € I : 
Wr'OKtf-.HA,. 
(ii) A,0 is not onto. Then there is, according to (i), a unique order continuous 
Riesz homomorphism A : C(Xoo) —» \,0(E,0) such that \п,ф, = X't (i 6 ƒ) 
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where λ( : Ei —• λ,0(E,0) is the map λ, with restricted codomain. According 
to Theorem 9.1, the inclusion map ωχ : λ
Ι Ο
(£, 0 ) —• F is order continuous. As 
all π, are onto, u>\\ is the unique order continuous Riesz homomorphism such 
that (и)\\)(піф,) = λ, for all г 6 ƒ. 
9.3. Definitions. Let £ be an Archimedean Riesz space. 
E is called laterally complete if every nonempty subset of E+ that consists of 
pairwise disjoint elements has a supremum. 
E is called universally complete if it is Dedekind complete as well as laterally 
complete. 
The definitions of the notions laterally complete and universally complete co-
incide with the ones given in [AB] but are different from those used in [JR.] and 
[LZ]. 
9.4. Definition. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. A pair (E, i) con-
sisting of a universally complete Riesz space E and an order continuous Riesz 
homomorphism г : E —» E is called a universal completion of E if for every 
universally complete Riesz space F and every order continuous Riesz homo­
morphism φ : E —> F, there is a unique order continuous Riesz homomorphism 
φ : E —» F such that φι = ψ. 
If a universal completion exists, it is unique up to isomorphism. In order to 
prove existence for an arbitrary space, wc use the Maeda-Ogasawara represen­
tation theorem. 
9.5. Definition. For an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space 
X,C°°(X) denotes the Riesz space of all continuous functions ƒ : X —» R 
(R = R U {—οο,οο}) such that ƒ is finite almost everywhere, i.e., /_ 1({oo}) 
and /- 1({—oo}) have empty interior in X. 
9.6. Theorem. (Maeda-Ogasawara.) 
Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space. Then there exist an extremally discon­
nected compact Hausdorff space X and a Riesz isomorphism φ of E onto an 
order dense subset of C°°(X). Moreover, X is a Stone space of B[E], the 
lattice of all bands in E. 
A proof of this theorem can be found in [LZ], Theorem 50.8. 
9.7. Theorem. Let E be an Archimedean Riesz space, X a Stone space of 
B(E), and φ : E —* С°°(ЛГ) α Riesz isomorphism onto an order dense subspace 
ofC°°(X). Then (C0O(A''),V>) is a universal completion of E. 
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Proof. Since X is extremally disconnected, it follows from Theorem 15.22 in 
[JR.] that C°°(X) is universally complete. As φ(Ε) is order dense in C°°(X), 
φ is order continuous. Let F be a universally complete Ricsz space, and φ : 
E —» F an order continuous Riesz homomorphism. 
Let ƒ € C°°(X)+. Let Л be a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint clopen 
subsets of X such that for every W 6 A there is gyy € E+ with ф(д ) > /lvv-
For every W £ A, fw = sup{(^(</) : g 6 E+, ф(д) < ƒ · ljy} exists. Since 
C°°(Jf) is universally complete, we can define ip(f) = sup{fw '• W Ç. A). The 
maximality of A together with the order denseness of ф(Е) in C°°(X) yields 
ƒ = supfj • \ w : W e A) = supMff) : j? € E+, 3W € A[V-(ff) < ƒ · lvv]}· For 
every g0 G І5 + with VKffo) < ƒ we have V'(ÖO) = »(0о) Λ ƒ = sup{^(ff0 Λ y) : 
g e E+,3W £ А[ф(д) < f · l
w
}}. Hence, g0 = sup{ f f0 Λ g : g e E+,3W e 
A[0(</) < ƒ · lw]}· As ?^ is order continuous, ip(go) = sup{(¿)((7o Λ j ) : j Ç .E+, 
3W С A[^( 5) < f-lw]} = 4>{g0)t\${f) < <?(ƒ)· We see that £(ƒ) = supMff) : 
Therefore, the map ƒ ·-» £?(ƒ) (ƒ (Ξ С°°(. ) + ) can be extended in a unique 
way to a Riesz homomorphism φ : C°°(X) —» F such that 93 = £>ι/>. φ is order 
continuous since ф(Е) is order dense in C°°(X). 
9.8. Definition. An Archimedean Riesz space E is called inextensible if for 
every Riesz space M and every ideal Mo in M such that E is Riesz isomorphic 
to Mo: Mo is a projection band in M. (Cf. [JR]·) 
9.9. Theorem. Every universally complete Riesz space is inextensible. 
Proof. This follows directly from the characterization of spaces of type C°°(X) 
as given in Theorem 15.22 in [JR]. 
Now we have gathered enough tools to construct direct limits in more general 
cases. 
9.10. Theorem. Let (E,,ipJt)tj}£j be a directed system indexed by a directed 
set I with smallest element io in the category О such that E,0 is unitary, and 
every ipji is onto. Then a direct limit of this system exists. 
Proof. Choose for every i 6 I a uniform completion (Ε,,φ,). (This can be 
done without using the Axiom of Choice.) 
Then, according to Corollary 8.9, the unique extension ψ3, : E, —* E¡ of φ}, 
is onto. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 9.2 that a direct limit (E,<?t)tc¡ 
of (Ε„φ},),,£ΐ exists. Since φ, is onto and order continuous, and E,0 is order 
dense in Et0, EQ := φ,α(Ε,0) is order dense in E, and the inclusion map ι : Eo —* 
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E is an order continuous Riesz homomorphism. Consequently, the uniformly 
closed Riesz subspace generated by E0 in E together with the inclusion map 
is a uniform completion of EQ φ,,,φι,, : E,0 —» E is an order continuous Riesz 
homomorphism and its unique extension £>,„ : E,0 —» E is onto. Therefore, 
(E, i) is a uniform completion of Eo. Let ψ, : E, —• Eo be defined as ψ(ψ, but 
with restricted codomain. It is left to the reader to verify that (Ε0,ψ,)ίςι is a 
direct limit of (Ε„φ],),ι)ζΐ. 
9.11. T h e o r e m . Let (E„t¿>},),t]c¡ be a directed system in the category of 
Archimedean Riesz spaces and order continuous Riesz homomorphisms such 
that every <p¡, is one-to-one and maps onto a Riesz ideal in its codomain. 
Then a direct limit of this system exists. 
Proof. Let (Ε, ψι),ςί be a direct limit of this system in the category A. Then 
every φ, (i £ ƒ) is one-to-one and maps onto a Riesz ideal in E. Let F be an 
Archimedean Riesz space and (λ, : E, —> F ) ,
e
/ a family of order continuous 
Riesz homomorphisms such that λ, = Xjipj, (i,j € / , « < j)· The unique Riesz 
homomorphism A : E —» F with Χφ, = Α, (ι G I) is order continuous since 
its restriction to any Riesz ideal φ,(Ε,) is order continuous. This proves the 
theorem. 
The theorems 9.10 and 9.11 serve as tools for the construction of a direct 
limit in the following theorem. Universal completion in combination with 8.2, 
however, seems necessary to accomplish the proof. 
Θ.12. T h e o r e m . Let (£,,v?;,)(>Jg/ be a directed system in the category О such 
that every E, is unitary and every ψ}ι maps onto a Riesz ideal in its codomain. 
Then a direct limit of this system extsts. 
Proof. Take к € I. Let Ik = { » € / , » > k). Suppose i,j G I¡¡,i < j . 
Let <¿>* : <p,k(Eic) —* ¥>;к(.£\) be defined as tpJt but with restricted domain 
and codomain. y>*, is order continuous and onto. According to Theorem 9.10, 
(<P>k(Ek),<pk„),i]€it has a direct limit (£*,v»,fc),e/è. 
Let к, I £ / , к < I. For all г € I¡, let ω, be the inclusion map of <ptk(Ek) into 
φ,ΐ(Ει). w[k is an order continuous Riesz homomorphism. 
As (vjwj* : tp,k(Ei¡) —» Ε'),ζΐ, is a family of order continuous maps which is 
compatible with the family (Ум)мб/м there is a unique order continuous Riesz 
homomorphism wlk : Ek —» El such that for all г e I¡ : o>,k<pk = <р[ш[к. Note 
that u/'* maps onto a Riesz ideal in E'. Because of uniqueness, wmk = w m ' w " 
for all к < I < m in I. Hence, (EL,wlk)kjei 1S a directed system such that 
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every ω'* maps onto a Riesz ideal in its codomain. We will show that wlk is 
one-to-one for all к < I in I. (This is a crucial step in this proof.) Theorem 
8.2 enables us to lift the system to the category of universally complete Riesz 
spaces and order continuous Riesz homomorphisms by means of the universal 
completion. In order t o make notation not to inconvenient, we will view the 
Archimedean Riesz spaces A concerned here as order dense subspaces of their 
universal completions which will be denoted by Au. Let £>*, ψ\',, ¿5'* and 
ш
,к
 denote the unique order continuous extensions of yjf, <pk, ω'* and u>[k 
respectively on the level of universal completions. Thus, we get the following 
commutative diagram for к < I <i < j : 
φ,ΐ(Ε,)α 
ч>,. 
— • <Pjl(Ei) — 
( Я * ) " 
According to Theorem 9.9, for every г £ J/, uilk maps tp,k(Ek)u onto a projection 
band in φ,ι(Ει)*. Hence, there are projection maps pkl : tp,i(E¡)u —> <¿>ijt(.Et)" 
such that pf'Ô),'* = id (i 6 /j)· 
From the commutativity of the diagram above and the surjectivity of <pk it 
follows that φ'}, maps ш[к(<plk(Ek)u) onto ω ] * ( < ^ ( £ * ) " ) · Therefore, ρ"φ'}, = 
<Pj,pkt, and there exists a unique order continuous Riesz homomorphism pkl : 
( £ ' ) " -+ ( £ * ) " such that pk4p[ = ¡pkpkl (i e I¡). Thus, we get the following 
commutative diagram: 
4>.k(Ek) 
[z, 
f„(Ei)u 
«
 V>
'. ,/. ( JT "\u > • (1pk\u 
—> Ч>ік{Ь
к
) — ' " 
ω
, 
~ι
 ψ
 ~ι 
ΨΑΕΧΥ - ^ (E y 
Z,k 
φ,ΑΕ,)" - ^ (£')" 
<р.к(Е
к
)° ÏU
 ]к(ЕкГ -2U (£*)-
As for all t e /j pf'w*' = id, pklw,k = id also. Hence, ivlk is one-to-one, and 
therefore, wlk is one-to-one. 
We see that (Е',ш3'),
г]сі is a direct system as in Theorem 9.11. Hence, a 
direct limit (E,LJX),£¡ of this system exists. From the following commutative 
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diagram we infer that ω3ψ1φ], = ω'ψ\ for all г < j in I. 
Ε, = ψ,,(Ε,) 
нЧ 
φ„ φ„(Ε,) -% Ε­
Κ i-X, 
*ò = Ψ,ΑΕ,) -± E' ^U E 
It is left to the reader to verify that (Ε,ω'φ\),^ι indeed is a direct limit of 
(E„<PJ,),,JÇI. 
9.13. Theorem. ie t (Ε,,φ},), }c¡ be a directed system in the category О such 
that every <pj, maps onto a Riesz ideal m its codomain. Then a direct limit of 
this system exists. 
Proof. Let J = {(Я,г) : ι £ I, and Я is a principal ideal in E,}. The following 
relation on J turns J into a directed set: (Ηχ,ι) < ( # 2 , j ) '*=^ * ^ J ^ 1 ^ 
φ
ν
{Ηι) С Я 2 . 
Define Èa = Hi for α = (Я,,г) € J. If a = ( Я
ь
і ) , and β = (H2J) and 
α < β, then ψβ
α
 will denote the map φ}, with restricted domain H\ and 
restricted codomain Яг- (Ea,ipßa)atßc.j is a directed system as required in the 
previous theorem. Therefore, a direct limit (£ ,<^„) a e j of this system exists. 
Let F be an Archimedean Riesz space, and (λ, : E, —• F),£¡ a family of order 
continuous Riesz homomorphisms compatible with (E„4>Jt),tjc¡. This family 
induces a family (λ
α
 : E
a
 —y F)açj and, hence, a unique order continuous 
Riesz homomorphism A : E —• F. Note that for every г € / the formula 
φ,(χ) := φ
α
(χ) (a = (Я, г) e J, χ € Я) 
defines an order continuous Riesz homomorphism φ, : E, —• E. It is left to the 
reader to verify that Χφ, = λ, for all t £ I. This proves the theorem. 
9.14. Theorem. Let (G,,<p},)tJçi be a directed system in the category O' 
such that every ipJt is onto. Then a direct limit of this system exists. 
Proof. For г 6 /, let (GJ", ф,) be a Riesz completion of G,. Lifting the original 
system by means of Riesz completion, we obtain a directed system (Gj\ ^J,) t jg/ 
in the category О such that all φ'Ι, are onto. According to Theorem 9.13, 
there exists a direct limit of this system in O, (£7, (¿>,),e/, say. Every φ, maps 
onto a d.p.o. vector subspace G of E. Hence, G generates £ as a Riesz 
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space. Therefore, using Corollary 3.8, we get that G is preriesz, and that 
(E,i : G —• E) is a Riesz completion of G. Now, one easily verifies that 
(G,ψ,Φ,),£ΐ is a direct limit of (Gi, VJ I )« . J€ / ш О'. 
θ.15. E x a m p l e s . (О and A' do not have direct limits.) 
(i) We will give an example of a directed system in the category О for which 
no direct limit exists. 
For each t E N let E, : = {x = ( x i , x 2 , . . . ) e /°° : x, = x,+ i = . . . } , and 
for j > i let ipj, : E, —» E} be the natural embedding. (£T,, V'jOi.jeN is a 
directed system in O. Since all E, are Dedekind complete, it is also a directed 
system in the category V. Let E denote the Archimedean Riesz space l°° x R, 
and define order continuous Riesz homomorphisms φ, : E, —• E by ψι(χ) = 
(χ, lim χ „ ) . Suppose F is a Dedekind complete Riesz space, and (A, : E, —• 
n—>oo 
F),£H is a family of order continuous Riesz homomorphisms compatible with 
η 
(Ε„φ,,),}€Ν. Define Ь, : = Λ,+ 1(1ι,}) (г e Ν) and ò0 := A ^ l ) - sup £ ò,. 
Note tha t the sequence &o,6],&2i·-- consists of mutually disjoint elements in 
F+. Therefore, the formula 
η 
λ ( χ , α ) = α.όο + sup V х,.Ь, (χ e (/°°)+, a e R + ) 
determines a Riesz homomorphism λ : /°° χ R —• F such that λ, = \φ, for all 
i G N. We will show t h a t A is also order continuous. Suppose D is a subset 
of /°° χ R with inf D = 0, and suppose с £ F+ is a lower bound of \(D). As 
с Л Ь, = 0 for ι = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , we see that c—0. 
It is obvious t h a t A is the unique factorization of ( A , ) I 6 M . Thus, we have shown 
t h a t (/°° x R,y>,),çN is a direct limit of (£ i ,^ j i ) i , jeN in the category D. 
According to Theorem 8.2 and Theorem 7 3, a direct limit of ( f , , ^ , ) , ^ ^ in 
O, if it exists, can be viewed as an order dense subspace of Z°° χ R. 
Let Η :- {(x,y) G l°° x /°° : 3i e N[x, = y, = x 1 + 1 = y 1 + 1 = . . . ] } . Since H is 
an order dense and majorizing subspace of /°° x /°°, Theorem 7.3 yields that 
ί°° χ l°° is a Dedekind completion of Η. 
μ : /°° x R —» l°° x /°° defined by μ(χ, с) = (x,cl) is an order continuous Riesz 
homomorphism, and (μ<ρι : E, —» ·Γ7)ΙΕΝ is a family of order continuous Riesz 
homomorphisms in О compatible with ( £ , , v3j«)t,jeN· As μ~χ(Η) is not order 
dense in l°° X R, (E,,<Pj,),tJ£H has no direct limit in O. 
(ii) We present an example of a directed system in the category Λ' which has 
no direct limit in this category. 
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For · e Ν, let E, := C([-l,-l+\] U [-1,1] U [1-1,1]), let G, := {ƒ € E. : 
ƒ ( - ! ) + ƒ(!) = 2 / ( 0 )} , and for ι < j let у>„ :Et-*E} be the restriction map. 
As each G, is dense in Et, and generates £ , as a Riesz space, according to 
Theorem 3.7, E, is a Riesz completion of G,. Thus, we have directed systems 
(£„у?
л
),,,
е
ы and (G„V? , , ) , , J
€
N in A and .4' respectively. 
Let ψ
χ
 : E, —» R3 be the Riesz homomorphism defined by <p,(f) = (ƒ(—1),/(0), 
/(1)). From Theorem 8.5, we obtain easily that (R3, </?,),
€
N is a direct limit of 
(•Ei,¥>j«)i,jeN in A. 
Take mutually disjoint elements 01,02,03 in Ef, with a\(—1) = аг(0) = 
аз(1) = 1 and define a Riesz homomorphism λ : R3 —• Ει by Л(хі,22>гэ) = 
3 
Σ ζ,α,. According to Theorem 8.2, a direct limit of (G„tp}t\Q )t,j&4 in Д', if 
•=1 ' 
it exists, can be viewed as a subspace of R3 which has R3 as a Riesz comple­
tion. As such a subspace is dense in R3 and A - 1 (Gi) is not, a direct limit of 
(G„<PJ,\Q )I,J€N does not exist in A'. 
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Completeringen in de theorie van Rieszruimten 
Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift worden twee nieuwe completeringen, gerelateerd aan Riesz­
ruimten, gedefinieerd en onderzocht. 
In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt de Rieszcompletering gedefinieerd voor een 
willekeurige gerichte geordende vectorruimte. Deze completering levert een 
Rieszruimte op die zodanig is dat zogenaamde Rieszhomomorfismen van de 
oorspronkelijke ruimte naar een willekeurige Rieszruimte op unieke wijze kun­
nen worden uitgebreid. Van bipositiviteit van het inbeddingshomomorfisme is 
niet altijd sprake. Het opleggen van deze laatste eis leidt tot de bestudering van 
de klasse van pre-Rieszruimten (niet te verwarren met de pre-Rieszruimten in 
[Lu]). Bovendien leidt de Rieszcompletering tot de introductie van een nieuwe 
klasse van homomorfismen die de klasse van Rieszhomomorfismen omvat en 
gesloten is voor samenstelling, dit in tegenstelling tot de laatstgenoemde klasse. 
In hoofdstuk twee tonen we het bestaan aan van een Dedekind σ-complete-
ring voor een willekeurige Archimedische Rieszruimte, zodanig dat Riesz-σ-
homomorfismen op unieke wijze uitgebreid kunnen worden. We vergelijken onze 
completering met die van J. Quinn in [Q], een minimale Dedekind-a-volledige 
deelruimte van de Dedekindcompletering die de oorspronkelijke ruimte om­
vat. Uit een welgekozen voorbeeld blijkt dat Quinn's completering in het alge­
meen verschilt van de door ons geïntroduceerde completering. Voor bepaalde 
klassen van Archimedische Rieszruimten tonen we aan dat beide completerin-
gen overeenstemmen. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk worden verschillende completeringen gebruikt om 
het al dan niet bestaan van directe limieten in bepaalde categorieën, welke 
verband houden met Rieszruimten, aan te tonen. Omdat het bestaan van 
een directe limiet in een categorie het bestaan van een directe limiet op het 
niveau van completeringen inhoudt, kunnen we door middel van een geschikte 
completering meer doelgericht zoeken naar eventuele directe limieten. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Completions in Riesz space theory 
van Maris van Haandel 
1. Zij X een verzameling en —» een rij-convergentie in X. 
D.w.z. —» is een deelverzameling van X™ zo, dat 
(i) voor elke с £ X is (c, c, c, c,...) £ —+ ; 
(ii) als (ƒ,ƒ! , /2 , · . . ) € -» en (5,Л,/ 2 , . . .) € -» , dan ƒ = p; 
(iii) voor iedere strikt stijgende α : IN —» IN met o(0) = 0 geldt: 
als Л £ —» , dan Л o α e —» . 
Gewoonlijk wordt "(ƒ,/i , ƒ2,· · ·) 6 —> " geschreven als "ƒ„ —» ƒ " of als 
"de rij /i, ƒ2, . . . is —»-convergent naar ƒ " . Laat τ de topologie op X zijn 
bestaande uit de deelverzamelingen A van X waarvoor X\A gesloten is 
voor —»-convergentie. Convergentie volgens τ wordt aangeduid met —». 
Voor alle ƒ, / b / 2 , . . . € X geldt: 
fn—*f dan en slechts dan als elke deelrij van de rij / ь / г , · . . een deelrij 
heeft die —»-convergent is naar ƒ. 
2. Zij X een compacte Hausdorffruimte. Dan zijn de volgende uitspraken 
equivalent: 
(i) orde-convergentie in C(X) heeft de diagonaaleigenschap; 
(ii) elke niet-lege Gs in X heeft een niet-leeg inwendige. 
3. Laat X een compacte Hausdorffruimte zijn die niet extreem onsamen­
hangend is. Dan bestaat er een compacte Hausdorffruimte Y en een posi­
tieve lineaire operator Τ : C(Y) —» C(X) zo dat Τ f Λ Tg Λ Th = 0 voor 
elk disjunct drietal f,g,h in C(Y)+ en zo dat Τ niet de som is van twee 
Rieszhomomorfismen van C(Y) naar C(X). 
Naar aanleiding van een verwant probleem in: 
C.B. Huijsmans en B. de Pagter, Disjointness preserving and diffuse 
operators, Compositio Mathematica 79 (1991), 351-374. 
4. Gegeven het gedoogbeleid van justitie inzake de verkoop van kleine hoeveel­
heden soft drugs en de toenemende criminaliteit die de handel hierin met 
zich meebrengt, is er veel voor te zeggen dat de Nederlandse Staat de teelt 
van hennep en de handel in hennepprodukten in eigen hand neemt en het 
alleenrecht hiervoor opeist. 
5. Om bij de korte afstanden in de atletiek anticipatie op het startschot te 
voorkomen, verdient het aanbeveling een randomeffect in te bouwen in de 
tijdspanne tussen "op uw plaatsen" en startschot. 
β. Het afschaffen van de opkomstplicht zal gevolgen hebben voor de werving 
ал kandidaten voor A.i.O.-plaatsen. 
7. Nu de duur van de promotiezitting verlengd is van drie kwartier tot een 
vol uur, is hel aan te raden het proefschrift vergezeld te doen gaan van een 
aantal stellingen. 
8. Zolang in Nederland de hoofdstad, regeringsstad en omroepstad verschillend 
zijn, is de kans op een geslaagde staatsgreep klein. 


